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®edication
'fo one who is identified
with our University in her
unprecedented growth and
constant striving after
higher educational ideals~
who has been a friend and
an inspiration to her stu,
dents, to PRESIDENT JAMES
FULTON ZIMMERMAN, we
gratefully and affection,
ately dedicate this Mirage.

DR. J.UIE

FCLTO_' ZDIMERlIIA •

Ci15reword
~

THE 1928 MIRAGE has become a reality through the
co-operative efforts of the students of The University of New
Mexico. Its successful publication is evidence of the support given
the Staff by the Faculty and the Associated Students, who offer
this MIRAGE as an index to the manifold activities of the
University. May it prove an honest record of our achievements,
a sincere interpretation of our aspirations, and a worthy expression of our ideals.
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ADMINI5TRATION

PresidenL

._ _ --

.

DR.

J.

F. Zr 111 MER:\l A:\

Board of Regents
HIS EXCELLEi\CY, the Governor of "i\ew Mexico. Ex-Officio.
The State uperintendent of Public Instruction of New :'Iexico,
Ex-Officio.
:'fRS. REED HOLLO:\l.\?\, Prl'sidcllt ------------------------

ill RS. LA li REK CE F. LEE

----~-----------------

FRAK K LIe 11 T ----------------

Santa Fe
.:\lbuquerquc
Silver City

JOBI\" F. SnDIS. Secrctary-Treasurcr

:-\. C. TORRES -- ----- -

Albuquerque
------.---

Socorro

Deans
Dean of Collcge of Arts and Scicnccs .
.__ .. L. B. Mitchell, Ph. D.
Dean of College of Engineering
__ _
P. S. Donnell, B. S.
._.
B. F. Haught, Ph. D.
Director of Graduate chool
Dcan of tudcnts __.
.
._ ..__.._._.. _. _ ]. D. Clark, Ph. D.
Registrar .----..
..
.._.
.
. . ..
._ F. B. Carrithers
Campus

uperintcndent __._.
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Harry V. Frank
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Faculty
1927~ 1928
LVKX ]JOAL MITCHELL

B. .\. (Ohio State niversity):;\L f\ ..
l~h. D. (Cornell University). Droll of
thr Col/ege of /lrts alld Scirllcrs alld
IJrofrssor of Classics.

lO!1 N

J)L'STJN CLARK

B. S., 1\1. S. (New Hampshire College
of .'\griculture and Mechanic f\ rts) :
I~h. D. (Leland Stanford Junior University). Dcall of Studcuts alld Professor of Chelllistry.

MRS. \VALTEIl SIMPSO

T

plichigan i\gricultural College), Professor of HOllie teollOlllics alld Supervisal' of the Dillillg Hal/.

S. DO;";J\iELL
B. S. (Clark University); 1\1. E. E.
(Han'anl lJniversity). Deall of thr
Cal/ryr of Ellqillcerillfj alld Professor
(If h'lrctricnl Ellgillecrill{j.

PIIII.J!'

]JEX 'A~11!\ FRANKLIN HAUGHT

B.' .\. (West Virginia); M. 1\. (Columhia) : Ph. D. (George Peabody Col-

Professor of Psycholom' our{
Edumtiull alld Director of thr Craduate Dh,isiOIl.

lege).

B. CARRITHERS
l\Iajor,
j\rmy, Retired (0. S.
M . .\., \\'est Point). Registrar alld
lJursar.

FRED

~~?IMIRAGE.

Faculty

1927-1928
L.

[D(;AR

HEWETT

Prof('ssor of AIIIhrnpolorJY alld ,·lreha('olorJY.
I).

S, 'vi 0

Sc. (Geneva).

Pr.TE'~ NA

'

NINGA

I{. 1\., M. 1\. (Stanford University):
Ph. D. (University of Cali fornia).

Prof('ssor of School Idlllillisirafioll
alld Dircc/or of fh(' SIIIIIIII('r S('ssioll.

\\'IU!,., Loy SIIELTO);
H.. \ .. H. 1.. S. (L'niversity of Illinois).

Librariall alld .'lssislalll Professor of
Library S ei('l/(e.

C. .\.

BARKIfART

~I. ,\. (Gniversity of Tllinois).
Professor of .lfalhelllafies.

B.. \ ..

\V. ST. CLAIR
B. f\ .. i\I. :\. (Whitman Colleg-e) ; Ph.
D. (Universitv of California). Prof('ssor of EllrJlish.

CEORGE

CRACE .\. TIIO~IPSON
B. ~I. (Defiance College).

Professor of J111sic.

.-1 ssoeiafe

~

~
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Faculty

1927-1928

RomeRT \iVALPOLE ELLIS

B. S. (Gniversity of South Dakota):
~r. .\. ('niversitv of
\Visconsin).
Profrssor of Gcolor}.\'.

CHARLES FLORUS eOAN

B. A. (University of Washington: ~I.
L, Ph. D. (University of California).

Profcss(lr of History alld Political SciCIICC.

I

LOYD

S.

TIIlE!\fAN

B. A., M. A., Ph. D. (State University
of Iowa). Assistallt Profcssor of Edu-

cation.

ANITA

1\1.

OSUNA

B. A. (University of New l\Iexico):
1\1. ..-\. (Stanford University) . .'Issist(lilt

Profcssor of

ROlIlGlICC

f-allrJllagcs.

ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD

B. S. (Denison); 1\1. S. (University of
Michigan). Profcss01- of Physics.

M RPIIY
B. S .. M. A., Ph. D. (Cornell University). -,"issociate Professor of Biology.

HELE::\' ELIZABETH

f

T7l'C II ty- 0 111' }~..-

,

I

~~?IMIRAGE.
Faculty

1927-1928
TIIO~l!\S MATTlIEW PEARCE

B. 1\. (University of Montana) ; 1\L A.
(lTniversity of Pittsburgh). rlssistallt
P;'ofessor of Buglish.

1.ORETTA BARRETT

D..\. (University of Iowa). ActillrJ
ll1slrlfctor of lh'gielle alld Physical EdIf((/I iOIl for TV O1llell.

c.

V. \VICKER
13.. \., 1\1. /\. (C niversity a f Michigan).
/lssistalll Professor of Ellglish.

l\IJLlWED DODDS

B. S .. 1\1. S. (Iowa State College of
j\gricllltllre and Mechanic Arts). Instructor in /-Ionle Econo1llics.

]. B. BAKER

B. S., 1\1. S. (University of Illinois).
Assislnn! Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Mathe1llatics.

MRS. FLORENCE SMITH

Instrlfctor of Voice.

E
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Twenty-five

Faculty
1927~1928
ADELBERT DIEFENDORF

n. . in

C. E. (Ohio :i\orthern CniverAssociate Professor of Ci'llil
Ellgilleerill,l"J.
sity).

F. 1\1. D£:\T01\
(HY1llers College, I-hilI. I~ni~land) : .\.
C. G. 1. (Imperial College 0 f Scie'lcc:
and Technolog-y, London. I~ngland) .
_Issoriate Professor of Electrical nllgilleerillg alld ·Physics.·

CORA FER:\E PIENCE

(Diploma, Defiance College). fllstructor ill Thcory of JlIusic alld Piallo.

YEO);

C.

KrECJI

B. S. ( niver ity of X ew ;'[exico),
Illstruetor ill Che//listry.

MAIUA-ELISE jOHl\SON

( .\1 rs.

Frederick

1\ L

Gannon).

III-

s/ruetor ill I'iolill.

To:\[ L. POPEJOY
B. . \. (Cniversity of Xew ;'Iexico).
IlIstrllctor ill Ecollo//lics alld Busilless
""1 d //Iillistratioll,

Twellty-six }[<-•.-

,

D. REEVE
B. r\. (University of l\ew Mexico).
Assistallt III History alld Political SciCIICC.

1'IU\1\](

RclY \tV ILLl A:vI J0 Il NS01\
B. S. (University of Michigan): Certificat (Universite de Poitiers). Direr/or of "Llthletics.

L. R. BEAU:vlONT
U. S. (Lane Cniversity). illstructor ill
Practical lor echallics.

VJNCENT

E. Buss
AssistaJlt Football Coach.

HARRY

ELNA DA:'\JELS

B. S. (Barnard College) ; M. A. (Columbia University).
Illstructor ill
Physical EducotioJl GJld HygicJlc for
If/OIllCII. (On leave of absence.)
HELENE ,\1. EVERS
B. A. ("Washington); M. A (Missuuri): Ph. D. (Bryn Mawr). Associatc Professor of ROIIIGJlCC LaJlguages.
Dn:TRICll D. XEUFELD
Ph. D. (Jena). rlssistGJlt Professor of
NOIIIGJlC( LaJlguagcs.
Lo ISE :\TICIIOLS
Part-tilllc i IIstructor ill Piallo.

JA ~1 ES T.

TnoMPSON

B. ::l., ]\1. S. (University of
homa). Lccturer ill Hygicllc.

Okla-

\-"ALTER EDW.\RD ROLOFF

J3. r\., ;vI. A. (Northwestern University) : Ph. D. (University of \V isconsin). Profcssn!' of Ecollolllics alld
ilusincss _ldlllillistratioll.

History of the University of New Mexico
New Mexico was acquired from Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
February 2. 1848. and held under military control until the first territorial legislature was assembled in 1850. DurinCT the early years of territorial exi tence
conditions were unfa\'orable for educational de\'e!opment and little was accom,
plished in the scattering efforts to establish schools of any kind.
Various inadequate school laws were passed by the territorial legislature~
from time to time. J. othing was done to provide for higher educational institutions until 18 9. when a bill was passed by the Legislative Assembly. creatin~
the University of ew Mexico, to be located at .-\Ibuquerque. The new institution was open for the fir t time as a summer ormal ~ chool in 1892, regular instruction beginning September 21. 1892. At this time there was only one building on the campus. The Honorable E. S. Stover, a member of the Chart('r
Board of Regents. was made the Nominal President, and sen'ed five years.
During this term. Principal George S. Hamsay ,,'as in direct charge of the in,
stitution. He was followed by Profe SOl' j j iram Hadley. Yice-President in
charge from 189-+ to 1897. The Board of Regents in the summer of 1897 elected
Dr. C. L. Herrick, of Denison College in Ohio. as acti\'e President.
In 1901. Dr. \V. G. Tight was elected successor to President Herrick and
sen'eduntil his resignation in 1909. In this administration the University mack
great academic advances, especially in research and biology. Dr. Tight concei\'ed the idea of adapting Indian architecture to the buildings of the Uni\'ersity
and laid out the grounds with the thought of permanency.
In 1909, Dr. E. D. McQueen Gray was chosen to succeed Dr. Tight, and
sen'eduntil 1912.
In

19[2.

Dr. Gray was succeeded by Da\'id Ross Boyd.

It soon became necessary to secure a larger campus for the Uui\'ersity ,,'hilc
land could be purchased at a reasonable price, The campus therefore was ex,
tended from twenty-five acres to a tract of land of over three hundred acres.
The Regents, in July. 1919, elected to the presidency Dr. David Spence Hill,
,,'ho came from the position of Professor of Education at the University of Illinoi.
umerous building activities began uncler President Hill and have continued, aided by gifts and by small investments from the Lands' Income Fun(!
of the University. Dr. Hill remained in this position until January 22, 1927.
when he was given a leave of absence, at his own request, until September J.
1927, when his resignation was to take effect. The Regents appointed .lame
Fulton Zimmerman, Professor of Political Science. as acting President until Sep·
tember first. At this time. Dr. Zimmerman ,,'a elected President 0f the University.
Dr. Zimmerman entered upon his dutie with energy and enthusiasm, and
has already won for the University a high degree of community interest and cooperation. The enrollment has increased under his administration and new
buildiilg projects are being entered upon \vhich ",ill sen'e as a memorial to the
interest and generosity of friends of the Uni\·ersity.
In addition to the impronments to the Residential Halls, the \Nireless Station. the Home Economics Building, and the magnificent library; there are, in
the process of construction, a new gymnasium costing se\'enty-se\'en thousan,1
dollars. a science building costing twenty-fi\'e thousand dollars, and a lecture
hall costing t,,'enty-four thousand dollars. These buildings are in the india!l
style of al-chitecture and add greatly to the beauty of the campus.
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~~~MIRAI3E
The Associated Students

1927

I

STEVENSOX

BURNS

OFFICERS
Barney T. Burns, Jr.. .._..... ..._
Moynelle F. Stevenson _
11abel 1\1. 01so11 ...
._

OLSON

__
President
_
Vice-President
. .. Secretary-Treasurer

The purpose of the organization of the Associated Students is to promote
intere t in Uni\'ersity affairs. to oversee matter of rreneral importance to the
students, and to co-operate with the faculty and the administrati\'e officials in
making a great \'arsity.
OFFICERS (Elect)
Thomas E. Moore.......................
.. _President
Emmy W ortmann..__
_
Vice- President
Gladys F. J ones..__..
.
..Secretary-Treasurer

1928

\\'ORTMA.\.\

~100RE

JOJ\ES

E

-.~~

Twenty-nine

nP~r==--1

MI RAG E

Student Council

I
n.

~100HE

REIDY

T. CI.ARK

RL'OFF

\\,J·lITMOH E

SHATTlTK

BRO\\');

RILEY

ST "DDJT COUNCIL REPRE ENTATl\'ES
Theodore F. Clark .....
Robert 1\1. Ruoff ....
'vVillial1l 1\1. 1\Ioore
.
\'ollie G. Brown ..
John E. \Vhitm0re
Floyd L. Shattuck
John Reidy
.
Richard 11. Riley.

.

... Senior
Senior
. Junior
J unior
.............. Sophomore
..... ... ophomore
.................. Fresh 111 an
.
F reshl1lan
_

_..

The officers and Council ~lember of the Student Council are elected each
year shortly after the beginning of the first semester. It is the duty of th
Council to O\'ersee matters of general importance to the students and to cooperate \rith the Faculty of the Uni\'ersity in the promotion of the welfare and
the good name of the institution.
The Student Council exerts supervi 'ory power o\'er the four classes and all
organizations \\'hich concern the tudent body as a \\·hole. It also hold the
pO\\'er to remoye officers. who, in the judgment of the Council, are not disclialging their duties efficiently.
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_.. ~ Thirty-tllre.?

Officers of Senior Class

OFFICERS
Robcrt Ruo f f

.

Letitia Eells
Virginia 1Ic1Ianus .

Mcmorial

Thirty-foltr

.

.

_

_
.

_
.

Scnior Tca

Presidcnt

.\Tice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

Invitations

Sid Black

Letitia Eells

Albert Koo1

Marceila Reidy

Betty Haymaker

Geard Armstrong

Malcolm Long

Blanche Harper
Helen Kay

r.'",-

M I RAGE.

Letitia Eells
\lbuquerque. N. 11.
Arts and Science
:'IIajors: Latin, English. 11inor: Spanish
Phi ~Iu. Y. \Y. C. A, Dramatic Club, panish Club.
\'ice-President of Senior Class 1928, Sec.·Treas., Jun·
ior Class 1927. President of Panhcllenic Association
1926 192i.

Ted F. Clark
Los Angele , California
Arts and Sciences
\Tajor: Economics
Minors: P ychology, History
Kawa Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Khatali, Football
1924, Loho Staff 1924. Business Manager Lobo 1925-26,
Track 1927. "Coose Hangs High." Senior Class Repre·
. enLltive to .. tuclellt Council
1928. Interfraternity
('ouncil. '~lrs. Bumpsteacl-Leigh," Track 1928.

Thelma :'II. Adams, Albuquerque, .:'11.
Art and Science
:'I1ajor: English
:\linor: History
Phi Kappa Phi. Y. \\'. C. A. Vice· President 1926·
27. 1llclC'pcndcnt \\'olllen ViCe-Pl"esident 1927·28.

,\lbert R. Kool
Albuquerque, N. :\1.
rts and Sciences
:'I Iajor : Economics
:\linor: English
Sigma Chi. "The Brat." Dramatic C1uh 1927.

\'irginia McManus Albuquer lue, . M.
Arts and Sciences
1Tajors: English, Music
Minor: Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Mortarboard Junior, .Music
Club, Sec.-Treas. Music Club 1928. Sec.·Treas. Senior
l'13'iS 1928. Student i\SSlSt;\l1t ::\'lusic Department 1927 .
.:.~ . . Lady \\'indermerc's Fan," \\". A. A. 1926. Dramatic Cluh 1~25-26-27-28. Lowell Literary, Vice-Presi·
tlt'llt Luwell I.iter:try 1~17.

harlotte Klyng
Roswell.. :'II.
Art and ciences
:'ITajor: Home Economics
Minors: English, Education
Akiho Club, President of lndependent \\'omc:l
1927·:?R, See.-Troas. Independent Women 1926-27.

--_.~

I~I

~1~~=-~(f4

MI RAGE. I

\Vinifred Crile
Roswell, N. l\f.
Arts and Sciences
~1ajor: Home Economics
Minor: Education
Alpha Chi Omega. Y. \Y. C'. A. 1924·25·26-27·28.
Y. W. C. A. Cahinet 1927. Lowell Literary Society
1924-25-26. Dr.matic Cluh 1925-26. President Sophomore Class 1925-:~6. President Jlokona 1927-2R. Treasurel- Akiho Clull 1927-28. Art

Editor

~lirage

1927-28.

Lorain L. Black
Green Valley, Ill.
Arts and Science
~Iajor: History
Minor: Economics
Sigma Chi. Foothall 1926-27·28. Basket Ball 1926·
27-28. Vice-I'fesident Junior Class 1927, Khatali.

Ellen J-Ierron Mapes. Albuquerque. N. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: English
Minor: Education

Albuquerque.. ill.
Engi neeri ng
Chemistry

.\rthur Bryce
~rajol-:

Coronado Cluh.

Baskethall

1925-26·27-28.

"hatali.

Elizabeth Haymaker
Roswell. N. M.
l\Tajors: English, Music. Minor: History
Transfer

from

Alpha Theta.
C. A.

~rilch-ed
~\rajor:
Beta

University of Pittsburg.
Kappa
Cluh. Phi Kapp" Phi. Y. \\".

~1usic

Bliss
Albuquerque, N. ~I.
Arts and Sciences
Domestic- Science.
Minor: Education

~igll1a

Omicron,

~'lirage

Staff 1928.

MIRAGE

Robert Ruoff
Albuquerque.. '1\1.
Arts and Sciences
~1ajor: Economics
Minor: History
Sigma Chi, Manager Athletics 1926-27, Debate Arizona) Debate Oxford, Dramatic Club. Lowell Literary, Khatali.

Nell S. Rhoades
Hanover, Kansas
Arts and Sciences
1ajors: English, Music
Minor: Educatioll
Delta Zeta, Mortarboard Junior, University ~1usll;
Club, Y. \V. C. A' J Transfer fr0111 Baker University,
Baldwin, Kansas.

Auburn H. Muncy
marillo, Texas
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minor: History
Football 1926-27, Glee Club, 2nd Lt. Co. D. 120th
Engineers, Transfer from Colorado College.

:Malcolm Long
Albuquerque. . "1\1.
Arts and Sciences
Major: English
Minor: Economics
Pi Kappa A Ipha. Football 1924·25-26-27, Basketball
1925-26-27-28, Khalali.

lVIarcella Reidy
Albuquerque, N. :'1.
rts and Sciences
Majors: English, Spanish
Kappa Kappa Camma. Phi Kappa Phi, M:JrtarboanJ Junior, Secretary-Treasurer Class 1924-25. Secretary-Treasurer Student Body 1926-27. Pan-Hellenic
1926-2i·28. Preside~t of Pan-Hellenic 1928. \\'omen's
Singles T'cnnis Championship 1925-26, )lirage Staff
1928.

Charles F. Renfro Albuquerque. N. 1\1.
Arts and Sciences
:'1ajor: Education
Minors: English, Geology
Omego Rho, Football 1924-25-26, Basketball 1924.
25-26-27, Track 1926-27. Glee Clug, Orchestra, Khatali.

-_·u~
-·..Jf Thirty-seVJ'1

M I RAGE.

Irene Spade
ClO\·is.
:'1.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Home Economics
Minor: Education
Alpha Delta Pi. President Akiho Club 1928, Y, \\"
C. A. 192;·26·27·28. Lowell Literary 1927·28, Dramatic
Club 1927·~8.

Clycle Cleveland
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arts and Sciences
:'1ajor: English
Minors: Education. Spanish
Kappa Sigma, Phi Kanpa Phi, Tellnis Champion
1927. Presidellt of Tennis Club 1927-28. Athletic COU11

4

ciI 1927-2R, \?ice-Presidellt of Khatali 1927-28. English
Assist?l1t 1'1:?5-2()-27-28. Vice-President of State Tennis
f\ SSOl i a t ion.

:\nnie

:.! ontO\'a

.\lbuquerque.
Arts and Sciences
:\Iajors: History. Education
y, \\', c. A. IG27. Tennis 1924. f.1 Circu!o

.:'1.
Espanol

192;·26·27·28.

Geard B. Armstrong. .I 1' .. Ros\\·ell. N. :'I.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minor: History
Sigma Chi. Football 1924·2;·26·27. Khata!i.

Louis A. McRae. Jr.. Albuquerque, N. M.
Arts and Sciences
~Iajor: Chemistry
:'1inor: Biology
Sigma Chi. -Inter fratenlity Coul1cil 1928.

Howard Hext
Albuquerque. N. M.
.\rts and Sciences
:'Iajor: Spanish
Minors: English. Education
Om"go

Rho.

Clee

Espanul 1925-20·27·28.

Thirty-right

l> ,-

Club

192;·26·27·28.

1,1

Circul"

~--~ IMIRAGE.

Dorothy Eilers
.\lbuquerque.. },I.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Psychology
Minor: History
Alpha Chi Omega. Baskethall 1924-25. Y. \\'. C. A ..
Drat""! Ie Club.

Ray Dukeminier
E. Las \'egas. .},I.
Engi neeri ng
Major: Electrical I;:ngineering
~Iinor: },Iathematics

Harrison Eilers
Albuquerque,. r..r.
Arts and Sciences
Major: History
Minors: Education, Geology
Kappa Sigma. Bu"iness Assistant Mirage 1924.

Mabel L. \Veaver
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Education
~Iinor: Biology

Bryson Corbett
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arts and Sciences
;\Iajor: Economics
?\Iinors: Political Clence, Education
Transfer from Ohio \\"esle)'an University, Alpha

Tau

Ollle~a.

Coronado Club. Business .M.anager of

"Thret= \Vise Fools."

Katherine

~Iontoya.

Art and
:\Iajor: History

Albuquerque. .?\1.
ciences
Minor: Education

1-:1 Cireulo Espanul 1925·:6·17·28. Y. \\'. C. A. 1927.
Tellnis 1924.

-<of ThirtY-llillfl

M I RAGE

Amalia C. Gonzales Albuquerque. N. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: ~rusic
:'I1inor: History
1~1

(,i'-~111o

ESI1Z"tnol, Independent

.. L. Campa
Arts and
1\fajor: Spanish

\rOIllCIl.

lbuquerque, N. 1\f.
ciences
finoI': French

Pre,;ident of EI Circul0 Espano] 1927-28.

Moynelle Ste\-enson. lbuquerque.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Mathematics, Physics

.:'11.

Chi Omega, Vice·President of Student Body 192728. Lowell Literary Society, Dramatic Club, W. A. A.

Sam .. Goodwin
Albuquerque. J.:'II.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minor: English
Sig-m3 Chi, Dramatic Club President 1926, Khatali.

:'Ifar)' Louise Graham. LO\·ington. .;\1.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Education
:'I1inor: Home Economics
Chi Omega. Dramatic Club, "The Brat." House
Committee. Yo \\'. C. A.

Ellen Goodart
Roswell,
Arts and Sciences
Majors: Mathematics. Education

. 1\1.

Treasurer of Y. \Y. C. A. 1926, \Y. A. A.. 1925, St udent Assistant in ~\1athematics 1926-27.

E
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Helen Kay

Albuquerque,. M.
Arts and Sciences
:\fajor: Engli h
~1inors: Education. Psycholog-v,
I-lome Economics

Alpha Delta Pi, Financial Chairman of Y. \v. C.
A 1927. Akiho Cluh. Dromatic Club, Athletic Club,
Clee Club.

B. T. Burn. Jr.
Carlsbad,. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minor: Engli h
CGronado Club, President Associated Students 192728. Debate Arizona, Oxford. Cambridge. L;. S. C.,
Lowell Literary Society, Khatali, "The Witching
Jlour." President Lowell Literary
ociety 1926-27.
luter-fraternity Council 1927, Pre ident Inter-fraternity Coullcil 1927, Dramatic Club 1925-26·27·2, VicePresident and Business ~1anager Dramatic Club 192627, Company D. lZOth Engineers. Lobo Staff 1926.

Leona Raillard
Gallup. .1'1.
Arts and Sciences
:\fajor: History
Minors: Education, 1\Iusic,
Home Economics
Alpha Delta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Mortarboard Jr..
Sect. W. A. A. 1926, Trcasurer W. A. A. 1927, Under.
graduate Hepresentative Y. W. C. A. 1926-27. President Y. \\'. C. A. 1928. Treasurer Pan·HeIlenic 192i.
Sec.-TTeas. Dramatic Club 1927, Chairman Finance
Committee Junior Prom 1927, Sec.-TTea. ophomore
Class 1926. Orchestra, Akiho Club 1926-27, Lowell Literary Society 1925.

Norbert Zimmer
lbuquerque. . M.
Arts and Sciences
l\fajor: Chemi try
Minor: Education
Coronado Club, Junior-Senior Prom Committee 1927.

Arabella Sterrett
Albuquerque, . 1\1.
Arts and Science
Major : Engli h, Psychology
Minor: French
Heta Sigma Omicron, Phi Kappa Phi, \Varnen's
Chorus 1924·25-26, Mixed Ch~rus 1925, "Hiawatha"
1925, Y. \\'. C. A. 1925-26-27·28.

:\1aynard L. Bowen. Albuquerque, . 1\1.
Arts and Science
:\fajor: Chemistry
1\~ inor: Economics
'Kappa Sigma.

~~~MIRAGE

~~aucle

Crosno
Albuquerque, N. 1\f.
,\rts and Science~
~Jajor: English
Minors: :'Iusic, Economics
Phi Mu. Lobo Staff 1924·25, Society

Editor Loho

1925-26. \\"oman's Editor 1920-27, Exchange I~dit~r
1927·28. l.iter3ry Editor. Y. \Y. C. A .. Dramatic Club
192(-27-2g, Lowell Literary Society. Secretary I.U\\"l' I I
I.itt:rary :-\ociet) 1927. Art Staff ~Iirage 1928.

Eh·in B. Bass
anta Fe, N. ]\f .
.\rts and Sciences
Major: Business Administration
Minors: Education, II istory

l\f argaret Spencer
Estancia, N. ?I f.
Arts and Sciences
~Iajor: Home Economics
Minor: Education
Akiho Club 1927·2R. Chen" . Joa1l of

1\1'0"

1927.

Alpha Odie
Farmington, N. 1\f.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics :'Iinor: I s)'chology
Inderendent

.\len,

Sec.·Trcas.

Independent

~Ien

1926. Tennis Club 1926·27, Band 1926·27·28, Orchestra
1916·27·1R. Men's Clct: Cluh 1926-27-28. :Viixed Chonl:;
1926.

Louise I hlbbell
Pajarito, N. 1\f.
Arts and Sciences
~rajor: I-fi<;tory
~Jinor: Education
Phi

~lu.

\\'. A. A. 1:126·27, Basketball ~'\a1lager 1927.
1926·27. Chorus 1927·2R, 1':1 Circulo Es·

Y. \\', C. A
pallo!.

Janet Edwards
Albuquerque, N. 1\f.
\rts and Sciences
Iajor: :'Iathematics ?IIi nor : Education
Transfer fn.m Ohio \\"esleyan L"niversity. Camma
Phi Be!:!.

M I RAGE.

Loreen 1. Hurley
Tucumcari,
I.
Arts and cience
:'Ifajor: :'IIusic :'IIinor: Home Economics
Phi Mu, Vice-President of Akiho Club 1928, L

\\'.

C. A. Music Club 1927·28. String Quartet 1928, Dramatic Club. Glee Club 1927, Orchestra 1927.

\Villiam Reardon
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minors: English, Hi ~o;'Y, Education
Pi Kappa Alpha. Football 1924·25·26-~7, Basketball
1926, Track 192.;. Dramatic Club 1927.

Libradita :'1arquez, Albuquerque.•. M.
Arts and ciences
:'Iajor: Spani h
:\Iinor: Education
lndq>enucnt. El Circulo Espana!.

Donald (rosno
Albuquerque, N. ?II.
Engineering
:\fajor: Electrical Eng-ineering
?l1inor: :\Iathematics
Phi Kappa Phi. Dramatic Cluh 1925. En~ineers Society 1025·26·27·28, Basketball 1925. . The Work House
""ani," COIllP':W)' D, Engineers unit i'\ational Guard.

Blanche \\'urdack Harper, Jemes, . M.
Arts and ciences
Major: English
Minor: Education
Chi Omega.

June \Yillhite
Albuquerque, X. ~I.
.\rt<; and Sciences
j\[ajor: Education
Minor: English

Kenneth Bricker
Huntington, Indiana
Arts and Sciences
Major: Physics
11inor: Education
Coronado Club, Transfer frol11 Manchester College\
Junior· cnior Prom Committee. Tennis Club.

Raymond Brodie
Gallup,. M.
Arts and Sciences
Major: Economics
Minor: lJ istory
KaPP'1 Sigma, Freshman nepresentative to Student
Council 1925. Sophomore Class President 1926, Footuall 1924, Tl'1ck 1924-2;·26-27.

Kathyrn Gallagher Eldridge.. \labat11L~
rts and clences
:"1inor: Chemistry
~Iajor: Education
Y. \y_

c.

A_ 1926-27.

Jesse R. French
Albuquerque,
11.
Engi neeri ng
Major: Ci\'il G:ngineering
:"1inor: Economics
Engineer's Society, Company D. Engineers unit
:\ a lIona I Gua rd.

Charles Allen

Albuquerque, N. 1\1.
Engineering

Germaine :"1cCraney, Baton Rouge, La.
Arts and Sciences
Max 0' Brien
.\rt

Amarillo. Texas
and Sciences

Forest Appleby
Fort \Vorth. Texas
Arts and • clences

~)

~

Fort)l-four ~-
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OFFICEl~S

Billie 1100re ~~~~~~~~~~~
~lildred

Hutchison

Gladys Dorri

~~

.

~

.

~

.

.

President

Vice-Presiclent
Secreta ry- Treasurer

COMMJTTEI':S

111\' ilation Com III ittee
Leona Howard

Lenore I 'elti l

Decoralion COt1lmittee
Frank

eal

'-irgil Judy

Program COt1lmittee
;,Iabel Olson

~lL-)_-_-_~ I ~

Nathalie Corbelt

DORi~[S

Eastin. Alma \ °i rginia
Boulder, Colo.

Reed, William
Albu(juerque, N. Mex.

Hust, Harrv
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Jones, Pauline
Tuckerman. Ark.

Henry, Harriett P.
AlbuCjuerrjue, N. Mex.

Fisher. Robert
A IbuCjuerque, N. l\Iex.

Key. John C.
San Marcial, N. Mex.

Davidson, Harriet G.
Columbus, Ga.

-~ Forty-sev~;t

~~r:::-J M I RAil E.

Gro e, In'in H..
Glendale. Calif.

Landolt. \'elma Kathyrn
Freeport, Ill.

Barker. Doris
Santa Fe.

~T.
T.

:'Iex.

Cere, Russell S.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Foraker. Creight.on
Albuquerque, . ~Iex.

Dilley, Rita
Carlsbad. N. l\lex.

Black. Gladvs
lbuquerclue. N. l\Iex.

Devine, Tom
Springer. N. l\Iex.

~~?\MIRAGE.

Hitson, Margaret
Carlsbad,
. .t\lex.

Pyle, Fred 1.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Tully, James \'.. Jr.
Glencoe. N. Mex.

,'ha\'er, Christine
"\lbuCjuerque, . ::\lex.

I JOU)). J leI yn Ruth
1\lbuCjuerque, . ~Iex.

ea1. Frank \\'.
Roswell, N. Mex.

Fricke, Frederick John
•\1 bUCjuerque, . Mex.

\\·eIL. Mabel L.
.\lbuCjuerCjue, N. Mex.

E
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:\Ioore. Thomas E.
Gallup .•. i\lex.

Corbett. Nathalie A.
i\lbl1querque, N. Mex.

Kay. Ruth Margaret
.\lbuquerque, N. :'Tex.

:\ kFarland. 1ack P .
. \lbuquerrj~le. N. :'1ex.

Ceisler, Rosamond H..
.\lIJ11querque. . :'Iex.

I Iowan!. Leona Lucil1e
.\Ibuquenjue, N. :'lex.

!3ursul11, ITolm 0 .. Jr.
Socorro, . 1\1 ex..

\\·atson. Jack
Santa Fe. N. l\Iex.

Olson, M:lbel E.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

\ Vortmann, Emmy
Peralta, N. Mex.

Bailes, Joseph Murray
Fort Mill, S. C.

Flynn. VVilliam J.
Albuquerque. N. Mex.

McIntyre, Maude M.
Albuql1erque. N. Mex.

Jones, Gladys Fay
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

H vde, Herbert R.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Lewis, \\lm. Gordon
The Plains. \.a.

-·,->jf Fifty-olle

Eatinger. \VillJur
Albucluerque, N. Mex.

Hook, George H.
Albuquerque. N. Mcx.

Dunton, Vivian
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

,\lIport. I~leanor
Albuquerque. N. Mex.

Salazar, Adrian
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Dietzman, 10h11 R.
TUCtH:!.lc<:{ri. N. Mex.

Dillard, Anita
I-:Tearne, Texas

McDonald, Charlie
Albuquerque. N. Mex.

~)
Fifly-two r~""-
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Brown, \'ollie G.
Albuquerque. . Mex.

Judy, \'irgil J.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Stansifer, Helen
Albuc!uerque, . ::Vlex.

Schafer. 1 [award R.
Albuquerque. . ~Iex.

Cra\'en, I-Tarry B.
East Las Yeg3s.

.

~lex.

Burdell. Frances Isabel
Albuquerque, T. Mex.

Cook, Margaret
Albuquerque, _ . 1\lex.

Gallier. Ted
Albuquerque, N . .\1ex.

~Lo<-)_ _* ~ I c:===-11==J ~~~[=:J===:;;E~::'
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Sophomore Officers

SIlATTlTK

FOSTER

STAl'\SI FER

Floyd Shattuck

P'-esident

Helen tansi fer
Eudora Foster

. Vice- Presi dent
Secretary-Treasurer

CLASS OF J930
mis, Robert B.
Balzer, Jacob
Bambrock, Howard J.
Barrows, vVilbur R_
Bezemek. Marvin E.
Bisbee. \ \'allace A,
Blair, Sam B.
Botts, Robert
Boyd, George G.
Brown, Teodore R.
Burdell. Georgia
Burks, Garnett R.
Burns, Blanche B.
Burt.• ellie S.
Calkins. Susan H.
Callahan, Lill ie
Cantelou, Louis \V.
Cisco, Lucille

Cline, Jack
Coe. Curtis C.
Collister. l\Iargaret
Coulter, Dorothy
Cox, l\~ argaret
Crile, Florence E.
Crist, Robert ,\.
Clayton, Edmund
Daily, Dorothy L.
Da\"ies. l\Ieryln
Dayy. Margaret R.
Dial, Miriam
Dillard. Anita
Di\·er. Dorothy F.
Dolzadell i. John
Eatinger, \\-ilbur L.
Elder,
ed K.
Eller. :\Iarian B.

Faw, Paul F.
Fee. Rebecca
Fish. Jack
Fitzgerald. Ora
Foster, Eudora
Frazer, Julia H_
French, Baird :\1iller
French, Evelyn
Garcia. Zulel11ma
Gilbert, Robert S.
Cil1epsie, Anna \\'.
Giomi, Lenore Branson
Gonzales. Eugenio
Good. Pete
Goodart, Lela
Crammer, Maurine P.
H er.derson. CHI E.
l--{endon, T elfa i r

E
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Hen'ey, Ruth
Hickok. Kathleen 1.
Holbrook. Carey McKinley
rJolloman, Elizabeth B.
Jernigan. Leonard \\'.
Johnson, Jessie
Jones, Dale 11.
Keleher, Julia 11.
Koury, \Ibena
Lathrop. Eugene G.
Lathrop. Ruth C.
Leese. Elzaclie .\.
Leone. Oliver Q.
Lopez. Alfred F.
LO\'e, Ruth ~.
Lujan, Felicitas A.
;\1cDonalcl. Aln Bro
McDowell, Lawrence E.
:'fcRae, Bruce
:'Jalone. Lawrence M.
Mann, Louise
1[atthew, Janet
Miller, Homer 1.
:'Jiller, Rosealcla
:'Iitchell, David Boal
:'Jonk, Harriet
?lfontgomery, Gertrude
?l10rgan, Ruth E.
:- lorrison, Paul

IM I RAG E

:'Iudgett, \Yilliam L.
:-Iulroney. Jane E.
Nicholas, Katherine E.
ohl, Frederick
Xolting. r\ell
Oliphant. Homer :N ewton
Osuna, Benjamin
Osuna, Thomas R.
Owens. Ruth Elaine
Palmer, Robert S.
Parkhur t, Eleanor i-fyrtle
Perce. Mrytle Aldine
Pettit, Bob
Phillip, Homer Neil
Pinard, Isabel
Quintana, Irene
Rankin, Jessie May
Redle, Marion
Redmond, Ike
Reeve. Jes e \ hit
Schupp. Ona E.
Severns, Ellen
Seyffert, \Vanda Paulson
~ harp. Jeffie
Shattuck, Floyd L.
ShortIe, Margaret B.
Sikes, Rex
Sill, Thera :\1ae
Simmons, ~1ary E.

Smith, \\'illiam Bernice
Stamm, Vinifred Rodey
Stamper, Elbridge G.
Stevsn, Claire Elizabeth
~ tinnett, Rufus
Strumqui t, Niles
Stuart, Raymond
Stubbs, Helen
Thoma, Paul 1.
Thompson. Jay B.
Thompson, \\'illiam 1f.
Van Doren, Hazel
Vann, Richard
Wallace, James B.
\Valsh, Laurence
\Valsh. Thomas B.
\Vatkins, 'William A.
\\latson. Neil
\\'ebb, Gerald P.
\\'ebb, James S.
\Vhisnant, Pearl H.
White, Mary Elizabeth
Whitmore, John E.
\\Tillis. Henrietta
Willson. James D.
Wil on, Robert \\'.
Wilson, \Vilbur
Wylie. ~Iarshal J.
Yearout. Cecilia

Freshman Officers

LEGGETT

RErD\"

FOSTER

OFFICERS
John Reidy
llann ie F os ter .

.____
.

_ .

.

. .

.

Kenneth LeggetL

President
Y ice- President

Secretary-Treasurer

CLASS OF J 03 [
.\bbott. \\'ashington 1.
_\bclard, Marjorie 1-1.
Adams, Bennie H.
_\Iderette, Frances
i\nclrick, Fred E,
Bachechi, Carlo
Baird. Ellsworth
Baker. \'irginia Lee
l1aldwin. Elizabeth
Ball. Kenneth L.
Bangerter. Harry G,
Barker, Charlie 13 .. J r.
Barnett, Lucius F,
Barnhart, Mildred
Barth. Benjamin
Beasley, Alene
Black. Janis
Bostick, \\-alter E.
Bowman, Fletc her

Boyd. Jasper F .
Branum. Clint A
Braun, Harold Fairbank
Bright. Charles _\,
Brodie. George H.
Brown, arroll
Bustamente. Rose
Byrne. Lucille F.
Calderwood, Alvin C.
Caldwell. Remington
Cantelou, Jeanne
Cart wright, John R.
Chapman. Oscar L.
Ch;wes. Dolore . \.
haYez, Joseph
Childers, Mary
Cifuentes. Fernando
Clark, Yan Deusen
Clarke, \'ioalle 1.

Clayton, Mary Grace
Carter, Rufus fl., Jr.
Coe. Roger M.
Coleman, Edith
Cook, Fletcher
otton. Eleanor Mozelle
Cox, Louise
Craft. Jame R.
Cramer, Helen
Crist, Elmer P,
Dannel. James Thomas,]r.
Deck, Harold
Devine, Paul .TDillard, Leila
Doughtie, Richard
Draper, Nellie
Eakin, Cecilia Lee
Eggleston. Katherine T.
Eichwalcl, Emma

~~r:==--T MI RAil E.
English, Don B.
Espinosa, Louis
Fo rrn"'. Toce: B
Ferree, Cyrena Jane
Fisher, Dorothy G.
Flowers, Dorothy P.
Foster, Horace Mannie
Francis, Joseph ine
Frankenfeld, Martha K.
Gardner, Arthur G.
Garing, Fred G.
George, Adele
Gomez, Claude J.
raham, Edna Helen
Gri nstead, Juanita
Gross, Norman R.
Guenther, Mabel Lee
Gutierrez, Ofimiano J.
Hancock, William
Hanes, Russell
Harris, Owen F.
Harris, Robert
Haymaker, Mary Ellen
Heckman, H. Lucille
Henderson. Roy Lee
Herby, Dora
Herriott, Donald L.
Hervey, Virginia Grace
Hickman, Charles S.
Hine, Lawrence

Hix, Dorothy H.
Bobbs. Hulda Ruth
Hocker, Joseph H .. ITT
Homan, Lilburn C.
Horne, Everett
Horton, Esther
Howden, Margaret
Howden, William
Howe, Lousue Clyde
Huffine, William B.
Hughes, James
Hughes. Levi Allen. J r.
Huston, George H.
Huston, Mildred
Ingalls, Madge
Ingle, Lorine
I vert, Clarence J.
Johnson, Albert L.
Johnson, Bessie
Johnson. Leonard
J ones, Ala Ava
Jones, Ima Jean
Kahnt. Beulah
Kennedy, Helen LaRue
Kimball, Fred M.
King, "Valter E.
Kirk, Thelma
Koch, Jay
Latham, Barbara Ray
Lawson, Tom L.
Leggett, Kenneth

Leibold, Clara Christina
Lewis, Bessie Elizabeth
Long, John Edward
Lucero, Beulah
Lynch, Mae
McCain, Louis H.
McCarthy, Helen
McCraw, James T,.
McDowell, Archie
McGillivray, Jessie Ann
McKown, Joe C.
McMains, Ruth E.
McSpadden. Maxine
MacDougall, Jean
Mackey, George R.
Mackey, Oliver R.
Magee, Ted
Major, Charles LeRoy
Marcus, Esther R.
Marsalis. Marvel
Martin. William Allen
1artinez, Benjamin
Matteucci, Gino Johll
Maxwell, Donald M.
Moar, Hector
Monahan. Tessie
Moncus, Ray
Morley, Alice Virginia
Morrison, George S.
ifoseley, Paul W.
Moss, Mary Louise

~~r==-t
:-ios~man.

(;eorg-e
:-Iulroy. J larry C,
:\Iulro\'. Katherine
:-] unn. Hugh
:-futz. John L
eatherlin. LOI'd L,
)Je\'ille. I(atherine
Newhouse. ' \nn Jane
l\'orment. :-[an' ::tdie
Nuancs. Juan
~yc. Vyle
\ )'('onnor. Louise
(ldle. Edward
(llil'er. Jewell 1~1llmett
(llson. Eleanore
()swald. Charle' E,
(hermiller. Lois ~r.
Pacheco. Crace
Palmer. Charles H.
Patton. J. ~[ax
I'atty. I Tarold Franklin
I'aulsen. Jerome 1\1.
I>eipelman. Lannes
Pelato\\'ski. Stanley ~1.
Pence. Ned
Perce. } 1arion A.
Peters. Lawrence Fyfe
Pel'erley. Barbara
Pilcher. John
I'oland. Bertha ~lay
Pomerenk. Dcrothy
I'osey. Rollah P.
I'rentice. Florence
I)rude.. \nna l1elle
1>r<)(~~)stel. .I' 11:1 t·> 12
I~eidy. John
1~eily. Jeanne
I~ irleout. Carland
1~i1ey.Richard illartin
I~iordan. ]{alph P.
I)itchie. Jerry
I~il'cra. .\mos E.
Roeh 1. Cha rlcs

MI RAGE I

I~oehl.

}jary

Eoot. Lindsay F.
I~ose, Frances ~'larie
[{owe. Catherine C.
I{ummell. Russell B.
Russell. John C.
:-;adler. .lame" I~.
Sanchez. Carlota
.. anehez. Ceorge [sidore
:-;anehez. \'irgie I{omero
:-;andOI'al. Epitacio
Sandol'al, Jose
Sargent. I fall William
Schafer. ~rrs, J I. R.
.' cheele, EI izabet h
Schmidt. ~Tar()'aret
Scott, ~Iae
Seery. ,\1fred J.
Seery. J2:~":S r ' ,
Selk. Howard F,
:-;ell. Clara
Sell, Esther
Shaver. \\'il on
Sherwood. Lucille
Shields. \\'esley Dayton
:-;icgfried. Joseph II.
Smith. Burton L.
Smith. Doris ~r.
~mith. Florence
Smith. ~Targaret
Solleder, Samuel K,
Spahr, Richard
Spaulding. T~dgar
Sperling. Lewis 1\T.
~·tamps. ' \rthur
:-;tel'enson. Lewis ~T.
:::Otell'art, Yirg-inia
Stirrat. ~Tay }!.
Stockton. James I~arl
Stuart, .\nnabellr B.
Supple. Elizabeth
Sll'ayne. Florence E,
Swavne. \\'illiam

Tate, Clay
Taylor, l~lean()r
Taylor, Jack
Terrazas. Juana
Tessler. ~farcia L
Thomas, Aurbery ~ r.
Thomas. ~J anuel \'.
Todd. Ceorge l\!.
Trammell. ~lorgan I·:,
Traylar. Lynda D,
Tucker, Pearle
Tully. Kil'as
Turner. \\'illiam
\'an Lue. \'011 I':.
\'ann. Samuel Lee
\'aught. Jethro S,
\·il'ian. Gordon
\\'alker. Bertha IT.
\\'alker. Charle S.
\\'an'en, Dan
\\'arren. Ruth Centry
\\'arriner, Ann Opal
\\'atson. Jefferson Finn
\\'eal'er. AIda :'>Tae
\\'eal'er. Ethel ~larie
\\'eal'er, Jerome B.
\\'ehmhoner. ~Jartin
\\'estfal1. Archie
\\'histler, Carl
\\'hite, Edna Elizabeth
\\·ieker. 1\1rs. C. V.
\\'iley. ~farian Amy
\\'illiamson. L. 1\lorrelle
\\·illiamson. l\rargaret
\\'ilmot. Paul D,
\\. i1son. I~leanor
\\'i!son. \\'illiam
\\'olfe, Dorothy
\\·oodarcl. Ilorton
Yates, Thurman
Zaee. Eleanor
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Athletic Council
DC:Ln Philip S. DonnclI, Chairman

Roy \V. Johnson

Lloyd S. Tircman

Crcighton Forakcr

Simon P. Nanninga
Tom L. Popejoy

Robcrt Hopewcll
Clydc Cle\'cland

Charlcs Rcn[ro

The ;\thletic Council has been in existence ever since the
university of K ew 1\ lexico has entered teams into inter-collegiate
competition.

It is the body which controls the general policy of

inter-collegiate athletics. ubject to the approval of the President
and the Board of Regents.

It approves the athletic schedules

made by the director of athletics and also approves the recommendations of the director for the awarding of letter and numerals.

The j\thletic Council is repre ented in the Rocky Mountain

Con Ference of which the 1.-' niversity is a Junior member.
In accordance with the modern tendency of placing athletic
activities under faculty

upervision, the Athletic Council is com-

po ed of three members of the student body, one alumnus, and
five members of the faculty.
of members on the Council.

This gives the [aClllty a majority
This body meets the first Thursday

of each month and whenever there may be need the Chairman
may call a pecial meetin<Y.

nr;;:~r==-I
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AWard
New Mexico has enjoyed a great .\thletic year.

the Lobos have been successful.

In all divisions of sport

Alumni. People of Albuquerque, People of the

State and Students have all cooperated to make this possible.
of the team

To the members

the victories were well earned. but-to the persons who gave as

much as any and received nothing in return. except perhaps bruises and bumps.
but who made all these successes possible.

Vlfe dedicate sub-rosa this Athletic

Section-to the Lobo Scrubs.

1928 Football Schedule
Sept. 29-New Mexico :Miners at Albuquerque.
Oct. 6--Montezuma at Albuquerque.
Oct. 13-New Mexico Military Institute at Albuquerque.
Oct. 2a-Flagstaff

onnal at Albuquerque.

Oct. 27- ew IvIexico Aggies at AlbuquenJue.
0\'.
3-University of Arizona at Tucson.
~o\".

la-open.
No\". 17-Texas Miners at Albuquerque.
No\". 29-\\'estern Colorado State at Albuquerque.

, vE
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TilE SOl'AD

Results of 1927 F oothall Season

c.
Oct.

1.

Oct. 8.
Oct. 15.
Oct. 22.
l\OV.

5.

:\ O\'.

11.

Xov. 18.
Xov. 24.

X. :\1.

Xew :\Iexico :\1 iners

35

:\rontezullla
1\ lilitan' Institute
Texas ;\riners

-1-7
27
6
7

Arizona

----

----

Flagstaff Teachers
Xew :\ Icxiro .\ggies.
\Vestern State.

24

( )pponcnh

o
o
o
6
6
7

26

9

32

o

TotaL. ..... ... ......_... .......... 204

28
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Football
. \ study of the history of higher education
that

2S

the college or

that university.
the students.

uni\'ersit~,

111

the United States will show

has grown. football has grown in importance ill

It seems that a foothall game is the expression of the spirit of

This spi rit is so exhilarating and

0

care free that crowds of people

throng to the athletic field. as much to see and experience the atmosphere as to
~ee

the game,

It is the atmosphere of youth and happiness.

Thus it is in the ·niversit\· of i'\ew Mexico.

Football has improved

111

ity of play and in the universal interest it excites in the school and state.

qual.

Xatur·

ally the people that come to the University field are eager to see the Lobo attack
and defeat any opponent that dares to face its furious charge. The pride and
hope~

of Xew :\Iexico rest with the eleven grim-faced warriors fighting for its

1~·lory.

I~\'ery hody in the grandstand is strained 2. those players strain. and every
thro:lt in the crowd is hoarse cheering them on as they make their supreme effort.

This year the state and school had a team to be proud of. i\ever defeated.
fighting many times against odds of weight and technical superiority. it was never
excelled in that stubhorn. relentless. glorious stuff called gameness.
~pi rit

won a Southwestern Champion hip for us this year.

a team of super men out

0

f the average college material.

Fightin s

Fighting spi rit made
Every man. fi red with

that impulse played O\'er his he:ld in every contest, and the thing that provided
that impulse was the crowds. cheering and swaying in the stands. The hopes and
desires of those people entered into that team and made it hold like a wall when
in danger and fight like madmen when a "core was possible. It was the tudent
hody and the people of .\lhuquerque and ~ew :\Texico that are largely responsible
for the Championship and they have a right to feel personally proud of it.
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BOB RUOFF

HARRY BLISS

COACH
ROY JOHNSON
1'or seven years Coach
Johnson has devoted his
Ii fe to making a Southwe s t ern Championship
team out of the Lobos.
Man y disappoin~ments
and bad breaks have kept
the team from this covetBut this
ed position.
y'~ar, after
months of
work and worry, the
Lobos have come home
Southwestern Champions.
There is no one who is
110re nearly personally rcsponsib:e for this championship than Coach, and
the school extends it·
heartfelt vratitude.

Harry is Coach Johnson's right hand man and
is certainly worthy of the
position. He was a star
back for Ohio State and
played beside Chick Farley and Pete Stinchcomb
Dn the Big Ten championship team. Harry is popular with the squad and
can get more work out of
a player than is usually
thought possible. The student body extends its
thanks to Harry for the
Southwestern Championship.

'.'

t

This is Bob's second
year as fighting Manager
of the Lobo team. Bob;s
the ideal man for his position, being an enthusiastic and popular devotee 0 [
football. Bob was awarded his we;l-earned letter
and Rold football this
year.

r
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GEARD ARMSTROKG
Three years ag-o the
Mirage said, "\/lie predict
three more stripes for
Rus:y before he leaves
the Varsity." This prediction has come true, and
Rustv leaves this veal'
after- four faithful y-ears
on the Lobo team, He
captained
this
year's
championship team: amt
his place as an unusual
de fense man and a dependable ball carrier will
he hard to fill.

~IALCOU"

LOKC

Too much cannot be
said for Squirt, : he Lob.)
pilot for four successful
years.
He helped beat
A rizona twice and proved
an iron man by playing in
every game in his four
years of Lobo football.
Squirt is a natural foolball player and we can
easily see why
Red
Grange made the statement that Malcolm is 0 f
A:I - American
caliber.
Long was the Lobo triple
threat man, ami the \'acancy left by him \\'ill be
hard to fill.
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C,Cy

"Tex" comes to us a
veteran from Colorado
College. Last year Tex
was a tower of strength
in the Iine and was one () f
the reasons why the Lob"
goal line was kept so unsullied by foreign invadTh:s year Tex
ers,
showed his versati.il\· and
speed by switching to :he
back field
where he
proved of
inestimable
\\'orth in mal1\' hard
fought contests. -

MIRAGE.

JOH~

BILL

HAR1{Y CRAVEN
For four years "lf0011'S"
big paws have been a
menace to opposing linemen. Game to the core
and full of fight Harry
has given more than his
bit to the Lobos. He has
heJd down a berth at
guard for four years and
has filled in at center
several
times.
Moon
lea ves us this year to continue his football tactics
in a dentist's office.

---&]~

REARDO~

For four years Bill has
been a dependab:e Lobu
lineman.
Filling in at
guard or tackle he has
never been found wanting. A good, clean player always, and a dependable man, no ma:ter how
the game was going.
Bill will be missed from
the Lobo squad next year.
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DOLZADELLI

This year was Dolzadelli's third year in the
Lobo backfield. Johnny
is just a boy until he gets
sore and then he's a football player. In the Aggie
game someone intercepted
one of his passes for a
touchdown, then Johnny
got peeved and took the
ball down the field five
<uccessive plunges for a
Lobo touchdown. His oii
tackle smashes will long
be remembered by the
Lobo fans.

M I RAGE.

BILL DEGRYSE
This is Bill's third year
as a Lobo and an all
Southwestern
lineman.
Bill is one of the best
I inemen that the Lobo>
ever had and his side of
the line always holds lik~
a wall against the rushes
of thc opposition. Hc has
one more year ahead of
him in the Varsity and all
we can say is that wc
hope it will be a successfuJ a one as his others
have been.

Scvcnty-follr j[<_.-

JACK McFARLA 'D
This is Jack's second
year with the Lobos and
it was a most success ful
one. Jack has weight anel
speed and is capable of
holding down either a
back field or a line position.
These two and
Jack's Lobo spirit make
him truly a man to be
f eared by the opponents.
Jack has one more year
with the pack and wc
look for greater things
yet.

JA 1ES DE IT
\;I,TILLSOI\
Jimmy came back this
year after a year's lay of[
spent in training in the
Gallul1 rnal mines.
It
was \\'illson's toc that
held Arizona in check and
put the Lobos in position
to beat the Lumberjacks.
It was Jimmy's crashin~
interference that paved
the way for many a Lobo
score this year. Jimmy
is just a kid yet and will
be back again next year
with added weight and
fight.

M I RAGE.

WILLIAM MOORE

""ILBuR \\ ILSON

BOB JE: KINS
Pocahontas well deserved a numeral this
year. He showed up well
in every game this year.
His playing was never
sen ational, but when he
was called on to open up
a hole he didn't fail to
make one. Bob will be in
there fighting again next
fall.

This i Wamp's third
year with the Lobos and
he seems to get better as
the years g-o by. Certainly there could not
ha ve been a better lineman in the Southwest this
year than 'iVamp. Always
cool and always in there
fighting, he is a tower 0 E
strength and security in
the line. The only trouble
with \iVamo is that he
won't get mad.

Billie made his letter at
the end position this year.
He showed up well in all
the contests he played in
and we expect great
things from Bill next
year. Bill was out for
the team last year, and his
"Come around my end,
you cakeaters" will not
soon be forgotten by the
men who saw the Texas
A. and M. game.

~~?IMIRAGE.

BOB CRIST
This is Bob's second
year with the Lobo pack
and no matter how many
more he may play he will
never have a more suc:essfulone, Bob's weight
and speed make him an
invaluable man in the
line-up and hi pass snagging ability has often put
the ball in scoring territory. Bob never failed
to put the fighting spirit
into the team, as is well
evidenced by the Flagstaff game.

RCFCS STIN!\'ETT
Stinnett came back to
the old Cniversity after
a year's lay-off
and
stepped right in to a job
in the line. He was one
of the stones in the stone
wall that turned back so
many Arizona rushes.
Stinnett is only a Soph
and if we can get him
back next year it will
certainly strengthen the
team.

--u~ I ~

MAR~hALL

\\'YLIE

Pete O'Lear Wy:ie, the
husky coal miner frOI11
Madrid, playing his second year with the Lobos,
helped them to win a
Southwestern Championship. Wiley's grit and
fighting
spirit
never
failed to daunt his opponents and these qualities,
coupled with the story
that Pete once killed two
coal miners with his bare
hands, made him a Lobo
to be avoided on the gridiron.

E
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l'ZTE GOOD

JACK FISH
Jack came to the Lobo
squad from l:. . C. His
faithful, consistent work
soon earned him a regular job at center. Boh
Ingram, sport editor 0 f
The El Paso Times, after
seeing the
'finer game
placed Fish on his All
Southwestern team. Jack
will be back next year.
and any man desiring his
job as ball snapper will
have a mighty tough job
ahead 0 f him.

~

Pete earned his numeral
at Purdue before he migrated to U. N. M. Becouse of a veteran backfield Pete did not see
much service th:s year but
big things are expected of
him in the next few years.
This year Good showed
the same shifty work on
the gridiron as he did on
the
basketball
court.
Next year should finu
Pete one of the best offensive backs on the team.
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FOSTER

\Ve do not have space
enough to tell what Mannie did and what he meant
to the team this year. His
line playing was sensational and he made the
All-Southwestern team
It was a joy to see him in
action, for every time
there was a bad pile-up
Mannie was always at the
bottom of it.
lob dy
ever took out this stocky
Lobo.

HECTOR 110AR
Hcc, a Freshman, hails
from Hollywood High
School. His ability as a
ball carrier is unquestionable, and after a little
seasoning, he will be
ready to take Long's place
as pilot next year. He
has all the qualities of a
good quarter, includingexcessive oratorical ability,

Seventy-eight
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\\' LTER BO TICK
Bostick is another 0 f
the Lobo pups who did so
much towards bringing a
Southwestern Championship to the niversity of
K ew Mexico. \ Vhencver
Bostick trotted out on the
field the fans would settle back and sigh, "Well,
there s a man llley can t
go thru."

ALFRED SEERY
AI is a Belen product
and came to the Lobos
with quite an enviable
high school reputation. Al
stepped right into the
Lobo machine and took
his place at end as i [ he
had been playing there for
years. Al is a heady
player for a Frosh and in
the years to come shou Itt
be a world beater.

ELMER CRIST

GARLA'D RIDEOUT

MORRELLE
\\'ILLIAMS01\
Morrelle comes frol11
Mississippi,
where he
played in the Mississippi
0niversi:y fre hman team
two years ago. This year
he aided in holding down
the center position and
showed up well in every
contest staged. If Morrelle·s injuries permit him.
he will be one 0 f the best
linemen next year.

-![]~

Rideout's heady playing
caused him to be rated as
one of the best Freshmen
ends that showed up this
year. A little weight and
a bit more experience will
make him a valuable man
for the team in the future.
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Aleck Crist, big Bob's
brother, is one of the
snarling, snapping Lobo
pups who made his numeral this year. Aleck will
always live in the memory of the Lobo football
fans as the boy who
spilled
every
dreaded
Wildcat end run behinr1
the line of scrimmage.
Come back next year
Aleck, and do it some
more.

192 7 Football Letterman

1927 Football Numeral Men
Robert Jenkins
Jack Fish
Elmer Crist
Hector Moar
\forrelle \\'illiamsoll
:\Iannie Foster
AI fred Seery
Garland Rideout
Walter Eo tick
Pete Good

Geard B. 1\ rmstrong
Malcolm Long
William DeGryse
\Nilbur \Nilson
Harry Craven
\ Villiam Reardon
Jack McFarland
.\uburn :\[uncy
Robert Crist
John Dolzadelli
Marshal! Wylie
J ames "IV i11 on
vVilliam Moore
Rufus Stinnett
Robert Ruoff. Mgr.

For the perSOIl who scorns the more emotional and sentimental side of a
Championship Football season and likes to get down to brass tacks and lay bare
the cold facts and figures. the following statistics have been compiled. \Vith
the help of these "figgers" the statistic hound should be able to come to the
conclusion that all the rumors that the University of i\ ew r.Iexico had a good
team had their basis in fact.
I~obos

Fi rst downs
105
1.236
Yards gained by rushing126
Yards lost by rushing
334-5
!\ verage punts (yards)
47 for 849 yard .
Pa ses completed
16 Passes intercepted by
Pa e incomplete
69
30
Fumbles by
33
Fumbles recovered by
7
Lost ball on downs

Opponents
50
798
169
325-8
33 for 460 yards
25
58
29
26

7

T o'.lchdowns

Scoring
Long
DoIzadell i
Armstrong
\ Vi llson
wIoar
R. Cri st
Stinnett

.

.

.___________

_
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__10
3
.
-- 3
2
__ - 1
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Lobos 35-New Mexico Miners 0

Holding the New Mexico Miners to one first down and rolling up 22 first
downs for five touchdowns, the Lobos opened n]) their season in true champion.
ship fashion.
The Miners put up a stubborn fight for the first quarter. They turned the
Lobos back on the seven yard after the ball had been rushed from the 32 yard
line. The period ended with the ball on the Miner's ten yard line.
Dolzadelli carried the ball across for the first touchdown at the start of the
second period. Armstrong kicked the goal. Two passes, Armstrong to V\Tilson
and Armstrong to Long took the hall from midfield to the five yard line where
Dolzadelli again carried it across. Armstrong again converted.
Earl y in the thi rd period Armstrong made th ree runs for 24. II, and 22
yards to chalk up another Loho tally. Long then uncorked the real thriller of
the game by running back a punt from his own 20 yard line for a touchdown.
The half ended with the score 28-0 in favor of the pack.
The third period was featured by good defensive play on the part of the
Miners. Twice they held the Lobos on the TO yard line. In the final period
Long dashed down the side lines for the final touchdown and Rusty made it a
pedect day by kicking his fifth straight goal.
After the game there was much speculation as to the possibilities of a
championship team. \~iith veterans like DeGryse, Craven. \Namp Wilson. Long.
Jimmie vVilson and Armstrong in the line-up, Coach Johnson certainly has the
nucleus of a championship team. Fish at center and Foster at tackle fit into
the Lobo machine like old timers.

Lobos 47-Montezurna 0

The Lobos' second game found Long and Dolzadelli, first string backs. on
the bench. The first quarter was marred by excessive fumbling and many
penalties. Three times the Lobos lost the ball on the ten yard line by fumbles.
After a few preliminary fumbles the Lobos got off to a good start in the
second quarter. DeGryse started the ball rolling by intercepting a Chieftain pass.
A pass, Long to V\l illson, and a line plunge put the ball on the 21 yard line.
Armstrong sliced off left tackle for a touchdown. Bob Crist ran back thr.
kickoff 20 yards. Armstrong passed to Crist for is yards, and then passed

~~r=-l M I RAGE.
agaIn to Long for the second touchdowll. .\rmstrong kicked goal making it
J 3-0.
In the third period Langston ran the kickoff back for 27 yards. Then the
Lobos held and after a few line plays. Long ran 60 yard for a touchdown.
,\rmstrong kicked the goal. Long and Armstrong made a couple of 20 yard
gains and \Villson plunged over for another touchdown. Long kicked and
made the extra point. \\Tillson intercepted a :'Iontezuma pass on the 33 yard
line and after a fe,\, line plays took the hall o\'er for the fifth touchdown. 1\
little later Dolzadelli got loose once more and romped 35 yards for touchdown.
Moar kicked the extra point,
A eries of gains hy Dolzadelli. \\'illson. and l\loar brought the ball to the
one foot line where 110ar fell over for the touchdown. Moar got up and kicked
goal for the final point, making the score -1-7-0.
Coach Johnson made 25 uhstitutions during the game and many promising
prospects showed up. Heck Moar. diminuti"e Hollywood quarterback showed
up in fine style. Lobo followers felt satisfied that the Lobos would have another
Long \\,ith them for the next few years.

Lobos 27-Institute 0
:\fter fi"e years of regrettable absence from Lobo athletic schedules. the
N. 1\1. :'1. 1. was finally scheduled to meet the Lobos on the Varsity field on
October .I 3. Alumnae of both institutions were instrumental in bringing about
friendly ties between the two largest schools in the state.
The Cadets arrived in town Friday afternoon cock sure of victory. The next
afternoon they entered the field just as confident and fully determined to take
a Lobo pelt back to Roswell with them.
The first period developed into a punting duel between \Yillson and Leslie.
\\'illson held his own against the much talked of In titute punter in this period.
The big thrill in this quarter was an intercepted pass by Dolzadelli on the Lobo
30 yard line. Long and Dolzadelli carried the ball to the ten yard line but it wa'>
lost on a fumble. The Cadets punted out of danger lea "ing the score 0-0,
The second quarter was a thriller. First came the Lobo stand on their :p
yard line and the Cadets' failure to place kick, then an exchange of kicks which
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ended up with the ball on the Cadets' 25 yard line. Dolzadelli, after a couple line
plays plunged over for the first tOllchdown. Armstrong failed to kick goal.
In the final quarter Elm Crist grabbed a pass for a touchdown and Armstrong kicked goal. On an attempted line plunge the Cadets fumbled and Foster
broke through and recovered, running over for the last touchdown of the game.
The game was more interesting than the score indicates. The Institute
played a fighting and clean game from start to finish and Lobo followers arc
pleased to see them back in the University chedule.

Lobos 6-Texas Miners 6

The Lobos journeyed to EI Paso to battle the Texas Miners to a 6-6 tie on
Saturday after the victory over the Chieftains. The Lobos started the game with
both Long and Armstrong holding down the bench on account of injuries. Both
cripples, however, were rushed in before the first quarter was over.
Early in the first period, Moar attempted a place kick, but it went wild.
Later in the same quarter Clark blocked \Villson's punt but Long recovered on
the one foot line and kicked out of danger. Again the Miners threatened to
score only to have Long recover on the 2 yard line.
The second period was a punting duel between Long and Townsend. Th,~
only real gain was a twenty yard run by \Vorthington.
In the third period the Miners received the prime break of the game. Long's
punt in the shadow of the goal posts was blocked by Cheatham who fell on the
ball for a touchdown after it had bounced across the goal line.
In the opening of the last period Dolzadelli heaved a forward pass to Long
for fifty-three yards and a touchdown. Armstrong failed to kick goal. Later
in the period the Miners attempted to take the game away when Clark passer!
to Green who was finally cut down after a sixty yard gain. The game ended
with the ball on the Miners' 21 yard line.
Bostick, Seery, Fish. and Foster all played a fine game in the line considering it was only their fourth intercollegiate game and really their first game
against real competition. Moar and Moncus, newcomers in the backfield, showed
a good deal of promise.

MIRAGE.
Lobos 7-Arizona 6
The last time the :\Iirage was published. the sport editor had the priyiJege
of chalking up a 3-0 win for the Lobos. Two years ha\'e elapsed since a ;'Iirag~
was published and two years since a Lobo \'ictory O\'er the \Vildcats. The ob,
yious moral from the abo\'e statement would be "publish a :\1irao-e annually."
Bowe\·er. we must admit this is \\Tong. No year book had anything- to do
with the Lobos' defeat of the ·Wildcats. It was a squad of real men. coached hy
t\\·o of the best coaches in the South\\·est.
Just how close the game was can be see:l from the record of fi rst downs
and yards gained. The Lobos gained \)2 yards on running plays and lost 17.
Arizona gained 10-1- and lost 10. The Lobos made eight first downs to Arizona's
ten. The Lobos completed 5 passes for S-1- yards and Arizona completed five for
91 yards. Arizona, howe\·er. had three passes intercepted while New Mexico
had only one.
The Lobo score came at the beginning of the second period. The first
period had ended with the ball in the Lobos' possession on the Arizona 17 yard
line. Armstrong pas ed to Wylie for a 12 yard gain. Then Long took it to
the one foot line where Dolzadelli di\'ed O\'er for the touchdown. Armstrong
added the extra point by a place kick.
Arizona's core came in the third period when they completed a pass. Acuff
to Patton. for a 20 yard o'ain and a touchdown. DeGryse and \\'ylie blockeci
:\Iorse's attempt to place kick.
In the last period the kittens opened a reckless aerial attack, but were
stopped when Diebold fumbled on hi own 30 yard line. The game ended wit~
the Lobos in possession of the ball on the ,\rizona 10 yard line.
E\'ery man in the game was a star. It was teamwork, not indi\'idual playing. that ga\"e the Lobo the sweetest \'ictory of the year.

Lobos 24-Lumberjacks 7
The Flagstaff Lumberjacks. Arizona conference champions, threw a rca I
scare into the hearts of Lobo follo\\'ers on i\rmistice Day.
The final period found the Lobos trailing 7-6. An unusually effectil'c aerial
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attack pulled them out of the slump and at the end of the period they had a
three touchdown lead and Coach Johnson was giving his second and third string
men a workout.
In the first three periods the Lumberjacks gained 192 yards from runnin~
play to 130 for the Lobos. The Lobos, however, gained 156 yards by the aerial
route to 31 for Flag-staff.
The opening core came in the third period when Fo ter blocked Cooper's
punt and Stinnett fell on it for a touchdown. This was the first time the Lumberjack ' goal had been cros ed thi year. \ few minute later Ree kirted
right end for a Lumberjack score and the goal was kicked for the extra point.
After a series of successful pa se . Long passed to Dolzadelli for the secrmstrong failed to kick goal. A little later in the period,
ond touchdown.
Moar followed a wa\'e of interference for the third touchdown. Moar then intercepted a pass and ran it back to the Lumberjack 30 yard line. Long hurled .1
long pas to Bob Crist, who ran 10 yards for a touchdown.
The g-ame was featured by \\'illson's con istent punting. Moar's ball carrying. and Foster's sensational line pla~'.

Aggies 9-Lobos 26
_\ quad of 25 men, accompanied by an enthusiastic mob of student rooters,
journeyed to Cruce in mid-October to bring back the Southwestern Championship.
The first half ended with the score 7-6 in favor of the Farmers. The Lobo
score came early in the second quarter when Long's fine broken field running
placed the ball in a position where he could hit the line for a tally. The attempt
for extra point failed. Later in this quarter Adams intercepted Dolzadelli's pass
and ran for a touchdown. The extra point was added, making the score 7-6.
The second half started with a hang when the Lobos received the kick-off
and in four line plunges and two pa ses Dolzadelli went O\'er for the core.
Long pa sed to Elmer Crist for the extra point. The next counter came a a result of Dolzadelli' pass to Long, who sprinted 20 yards for a touchdown. Early
in the last period Dolzadelli again took the ball over for the final score. Bob
Crist added the extra point with a place kick.

_.. ~i EightY-fi;,',>

The game was not as one-sided as the score indicates. The Lobos played
listless football until the Aggies gained the lead. \Vhen Adams intercepted Dolzadelli's pass he certainly started something. for that was when Johnny and the
team got mad. From then on, the Lobos ran rough shod over the Farmer boys.

Lobos 32-Western State 0

RUllning true to form the Lobos were held scoreless 111 the first quarter in
their game against "-estern Colorado State. It was not for long, however, hecause in the next period two Lobo touchdo\nlS made the fans contented.
Long and \rmstrong. playing their last game for the Varsity, played the
same fine game that has been characteri~tic of them in their four years in cl
Lobo uniform. Craven played his last game in the line and played a whale of
;] o-ame despite the fact that he was sh i hed from guard to center.
In the second period, Long ran back a punt to the Mountaineers' 33 yard
line. then Armstrong passed to Long, who romped O\'er for a score. A few minutes later Long ran back another punt 70 yards to the five yard line and Dolzadelli took it over to make the core 12-0.
Before three minutes were up in the second half, the Lobos had another
score. Armstrong and Long were the big guns in the Lobo offensive. Armstrong intercepted a pass and then maue about I j yards around end. Long finally took it over. The fourth touchdown. which came near the end of the third
quarter. was again made possible by the two veteran backs, Long and Armstrong.
Armstrong slid off tackle for a touchdown and then a pass from Long made the
extra point.
In the last period, Moar intercepted a \Y. S. C. pass and ran it back 30
yards to the 3 yard line. where Long took it over. Armstrong added a point hy
place kick. The game ended with the Mountaineers in possession of the bal!
in midfield.
The fact that the Lohos did not score in the fi rst period was not alarming.
In fact. out of the 204 points that the Lobos ha\'e rolled up on their opponents
this year. none \"ere made in the first quarter.
The line playing of Iannie Foster was an outstanding feature. Fo~ter is
going to be the best lineman Coach Johnson has had since the days of Tiny
Dutton.
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FAR SOUTHWESTERK CHAMPIONS 1927

1909-Southwestern Champions-1927
The first thought that comes to our mind on looking at the two pictures is
"'vVhat are the funny looking boys at the bottom doing?"
nd, when you are
told that they were the men that made up the best football team in the Southwest in 1909, your second thought will be: "Times have certainly changed."
Yes, they have changed. and the University of ew Mexico has changed with
them. Now, as in former years, it places Lobo warriors on the field that make
a team that is the best in the Southwest. The two pictures are interesting as a
record of growth of the University, if not in the winning spirit, at least in means
and appearance. Twenty years from now a similar page may appear in the
Mirage. aying: "Look. folks, these were the Southwest Champions in T927.
Don't they look funny?"
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Gold Footballs
Men receIvIng gold footballs for the 1927 season were: A rmstrong, Long,
Craven, Muncy, Riordan, DeGryse, \iV. Wilson, Dolzadelli. J. 'Willson, Wylie,
B. Crist, Stinnett, Moore. McFarland, Fish. Foster. Moar. E. Crist Seery,
'Williamson, Good, Rideout, Jenkins. Bostick. Ruoff.

Coach Johnson for seven years has put all his effort and skill into making
winning teams for the University of New Mexico. Many have been his disappointments as he has watched injuries or bad breaks rob him and the school
of the coveted championships, but he has never lost heart or given up the fight.
Kew Mexico has always had a team to be dreaded by opponents. but not until
this year has Coach Johnson succeeded in turning out a Southwestern Championship team. The Lobo basketball teams have ever been on a par with the best
teams of the section and it is very unusual when the University is not the
possessor of the state championship at the end of the season. This is all Coach
Johnson's work. He is the leader of the pack, the honored and respected leader
of the Lobos. who works with them and for them and always holds before their
eyes the glorious ideal of Sportsmanship.
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The Home of the Lobo

The Lobo. \\'ar God of the University of New Mexico teams,
has been well chosen.
The prehistoric people of N"ew lexica had their war gods,
and each one was all powerful to guide the destinies of the tribe.
Kujo. the \Volf, the Lobos' War God, from its power and
cunning is held in awe by lesser dwellers of the enchanted region
of the Southwest.
To the ea t of the University, high above the surrounding
country. is Sandia Peak, the symbolical South Mountain of Indian
mythology. On this great red mountain dwells Okuwapin, the
father of the \Var Gods. and {rom this loft eminence, he sends
forth his children to aid his people. Kujo, symbolical animal of
the Ea t. dwells on this acred mountain and is always ready to
de cend to its chosen bane\. the Lobo pack of the University ot
New Mexico. to guard the noble heritage of a proud and conquering race.
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The Football Banquet
As a most appropriate closing for the 1927 football season. which found the
New Mexico Lobos with the Southwestern Championship. the Lobo squad was
the guest at a large banquet given at the Franciscan Hotel on December 6.
Dean Donnell. toastmaster, called on a number of Freshmen to explain how
they made the grade. and he was rewarded with some very singular and original
speeches.

The main speakers on the program were the five members of the

Graduating Class.

Captain Armstrong and Malcolm Long are the only Lobos

whose Nl\I represents two victories over the \Vildcats.

As Freshmen these men

were members of the 1924 champions who fought :-\ rizona to a standstill on theil
own fi.eld and finally snatched a 3-0 win from them. Other Lobos who went over
the top with the team for their last game were Harry Craven, Auburn Muncy, and
\tVillial1l Reardon. Each of these men in turn spoke of their deep regrets on
leaving the pack.
Coach Johnson put across the keenest and most sincere speech of the evening
when he extended to every member of the squad his deep appreciation for their
work and spirit during the season. His peech was specially dircted to the
departing Seniors and his last .Farewell ' touched the hearts of everyone. Other
speakers on the program were 1\ sistant Coach Harry Bliss, Dr. Zimmerman, and
Dr. Nanninga.
A fter a con ference with the Seniors, Coach ] ohnson decided not to elect
the 1928 captain.
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The Scores of the Basketball Season
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Basketball Letterman
\Vhen the 1928 Mirage was published Coach Johnson had not yet announced
the men who would receive the basketball letters and numerals. The squad was
large; and, due to the fact that Coach Johnson made a great many ubstitutes
in e"ery game, a majority of the players showed up excellently "'ell in intercollegiate contests. This makes it impossible even to make a guess at all of
those who will receive the N. M. sweaters. Brice, Long, Black. Good, Grose and
Al Seery, however, are pretty safe bets for the honor roll.

11ALcour LOi\G
ARTHCR BRYCE
Chile wound up his
Varsity career in a blaze
of glory in the Arizona
games. It was his heady
guarding that helped hold
down the \\'ildcat score.
Chile will always be remembered by Lobo fans
as one of the most consistent guards that ever
stepped on a court. Chile
was admired not only for
his brilliant playing but
also for his good sportsmanship.
He will be
missed on the squad next
year.

After three years of active ervice on the court
Squirt was forced to give
up in mid-season this year
on account of his health.
Squirt gave his all (0 the
Lobos and when basketball came around this year
he tried gamely to play
hi fourth year but was
forced out of play und.:r
doctor's orders. His shifty
floor work and uncann)'
eye were ever evident in
the games he played.

IDNEY BLACK
Sid joined the Lobo
squad in the spring of '25
and has been a valuable
man for the last four
years.
Black,
though
lacking In StaILlre, IS long
on fight and when he
grits his teeth in a game
something is bound to
happen.
id's snappy, accurate passing paved the
way for many a Lobu
basket and when he was
sent in to stop a man's
scoring that man didn't
score any more. Coach
Johnson loses a great littIe man when he 10 es Sid.

The Basketball Season
The Lobos were content with a State Championship in Basketball this year. Out of sixteen Collegiate games the Lobos WOIl
eleven and lost five. They also annexed the city championship by
defeating the Flaggs in a three game series.
The fi rst collegiate games were played with Western Colorado State. These games were played before many of the regulars were in shape. The Lobos managed to break even in this
serIes. Then followed a victory over the Miners on their OWil
court.
~Iontezuma

came down to take a -1-9 to 25 licking in the
Lobo's fi fth Collegiate game. Long and Good were high point
men in a sloppy and uninteresting game.
The Lobos invaded Las Vegas and brought home two calps,
defeating the Montezuma Chieftains in the afternon by 39-23 and
then taking the Normal on that night 2..1d defeating

th~:ll

43 to 32.

The Lobos' last year's hoodoo repeated this year when the
Lumberjacks took two straight from the Hilltoppers. In these two
game the Lobos pnt up a hard fight featured by fine individual
play by Gross. Long. Good, and Seery, but the team as a whole
lacked team work. Eleven men were used in a vain attempt to stop
the speedy Teachers.
The next game found the Lobos functioning in mid-season
form when they beat i\'Iiners 57 to 19. Continuing thei r smooth
team work, the Lobos next took on the Silver City Mustangs to
a tune of 56 to 35.

Gross led the Lobo offense with twelve field

goals.
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The
niversity practically cinched the State Championship
when they took the t\ggies down the line for a 53 to 51 and a 53
to 32 cleaning in a two game series. It was Pete Good's shifty
floor work and nice shooting that pulled the first game out of the
fi reo The next game with the Normal was an easy victory for the
Lobos. Taking the game, 47 to 34, they also took the tate Championship, being undefeatecl by any Xew Mexico College team.
The two games with Arizona were heart breakers. The first
game, a mixture of be: ketball, soccer. football. and prizefighting,
ended 35 to 30; an Arizona victory. The Wildcats rolled up an
eleven point lead before the LooJos succeeded in finding ti1e basket. Gross finally tarted the scoring for the Lobo and was high
point man for the team with seven field goals. Gooel made the
game interesting by hooking in three baskets in the closing minutes of play.
The Lobos went down to noble defeat in the last game of the
season when the \Vildcats took another cia e game by a 37 to 32
score. The game wa a hard fought struggle throughout, ..-\ rizona
had the better team but the Lobos fought gamely and kept the
game interesting at all times.
The sea on as a whole wa successful. Coach John on
showed excellent judgment in u ing Freshmen to a great extent.
John on wa looking ahead to the future and as a result of this,
many of the veteran spent a gTeat deal of t:-.e:r time on ti1e benc:1.
The Var it)' sguCld wa unfortunate in losing Trammel and
\Vamp Wil on after the close of the first semester. Trammel was
away the most pwmising Frosh on the squad. With such men as
Pete Good. Gross, Trammel, Bob Crist, Elm Crist, Selk, Mossman, Seery, Tully, and BurSllm back, the Lobos look forward to
a championship year next year.
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Track

For several year the University of New Mexico has encouraged the track
and field sports, but because of the lack of sufficiently skilled and trained men
the Lobo track teams have never been very successful in any of their meets.
This year, however, things have been much different.

A wealth of track

malerial appeared in the Freshman class and many of the old men came thru
with surprising performances. Before the basketball season had come to a close
many track enthusiasts were already training. This was indicative of a spirit
that would be hard to beat.
The intramural relays showed early in the year that the Lobo teams would
not be deficient in runners: then, in the intramural track meet, it appeared that
we would be even stronger in the field events than in track. The all-around
ability of Ray Moncus was a joy to the hearts of the Lobo fans and he did not
far surpass Stockton, Fisher. Good. Pettit and other.

~)
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In the pre-Olympic tryouts l\Ioncus qualified for the Decathlon, making wonderful records in all events.

He was especially effective in the broad jump, shot

put, javelin throw. and hundred yard dash.

Earl

tockton shone in the hurdles,

high jump, and di cus. [7isher showed himself one of the gamest and fastest
distance men that the university has ever had. He turned in beautiful performances in the two mile. mile, and haH mile. Odle demonstrated a stride that
brought him in first in every intramural 440 yard dash.
It was with high hopes that the University sent its track men to Phoenix
011

April 14 to meet the University of Arizona in a dual meet against one of the

best teams that that institution has ever boasted.

The Arizona Meet

The \\ ildcats early piled up what seemed to be a decisive lead

111

the hurdle

events and dashes but this was soon whittled down by the efforts of Stockton,
l.Ioncu , and Fisher who finally forced the \Vildcat to win the relay to break the
63-63 tie and take the meet 68-63.

This is the first year that the relay has

ever been counted in the scoring and it was a set-up for Arizona with their four
man team who had shown their heels to all the West Coast teams.
Earl Stockton was awarded the huge Greenway loving cup as the most outtanding athlete of the Greenway Field Day program. Stockton tallied 16 points
in the meet, one less than Moncus, who was high point man of both teams. Stockton won the high jump with a leap of 6 feet and won the discus with a throw
of 123 feet 1O;xi inches and placed second in both the high and low hurdles.
Moncus won the shot put and broad jump, placed second in the hundred yard
da h and the javelin, and came in third 111 the high hurdles. His heave of 42
feet

4}'~

inches established a new Southwestern record in the shot event.

E
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Dab Fisher came thru with two new 'outhwestcrn records when he ran

tlI~

mile in 4 minutes and -1-1 seconds and the two mile in 10 minutes -1-4 3-5 seconds.
He was beaten hy one foot in the hal f mile.

This gave him a total of 13 points.

Carl Henderson threw the spear 176 feet, which won the javelin throw.
~[oncus

took second and BllrSllm third.

This was the only dean sweep made in

any cvent by either team.
Bllrsum took third in the shot put. Good placed second in the pole vault,
Brodie camc in second in the 220 yard dash, George Morrison took third in the
two mile, and OdIe got a second in the 440 vanl dash.
The results put New :Mexico and Arizona on an even footing with 63 points
each. The relay was then run and the Lobo team composed of Pettit. Riley. Clark,
and OdIe was beaten by the crack :\rizona four.
The Lobo followers are well satisfied at the outcome of the meet and are
Joking forward to next year with the hope of

evera1 victories.

Tennis

A lot a [ new material was discovered in school this year for the tennis squad.
Charles :\ llen, Tom Devine, and John Reidy have been playing excellent games.
and Allen has been consistently rating numher one man on the team. Clyde Cleveland is the university champion and is one of the mainstays of the team as he
has been for a couple years.

Bill Thompson, last year's ace was forced to quit

the game on account of his health, but his shoes are being ably filled by his
brother,

J~ty.

In the contest with the Military Institute. the Lobos took three out of four
of the singles matches but lost both of the doubles. thus breaking even on the
core.
Several other matche' have been scheduled for the team including one with
the Kew l\Iexico School of Mines at Socorro. and Arizona at Tucson.
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Intramural Sports
The complete program of Intramural .I\thletic Contests held annually at the
Uninrsity of New Mexico give men of ordinary ability in sports an opportunity
for exercise and physical culture which they do not get by trying out for the
varsity teams. Intramural contests arouse a great deal of interest in the student
body and every game or race draws a large attendance, not only of students but
also of townspeople. Cups are given for the winner in each event and a large
cup is given to the organization who has gained the largest number of points
during the season.

Cross Country Run

This year's cross country run proved to be one of the most exciting events
on the sports calendar. The field of more than twenty starters was led to within
half a mile of the finish by Oliver Leone of the Independents. Bob Fisher of
l(appa Sigma took the lead at this point and finished at least a hundred yards
ahead of the field.
First-Fisher, Kappa Sigma.
Second-Leone. Independents.
Third-Van Clark, Kappa Igma.
Fourth-Redmond, Omega Rho,
Fifth-Vann, Sigma Chi.

Sixteen-Man Relay

For the first time in the history of Intramural Athletics Sigma Chi failed
to capture the sixteen-man relay race. Led by OdIe, Brodie, and Stockton the
Kappa Sig took the lead at the start and were ne\'er headed.
First-Kappa Sigma.
Second-Sigma Chi.
Third-Omega Rho.
Fou rth-I ndependen ts.
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Medley Relay
In this relay race the contestants run increasing distances starting with the
hundred.

The 220.

~O.

half-mile. mile, and two-mile follow.

This year the only

contestants were Kappa Sigma and Sigma Chi. The Kappa Sigs early took J
lead which was greatly increased by Clark and Pi her in the distances, and fini hed
an easy W1l1ner.

Eight-Man Mile Relay
In this race each man runs two hundred and twenty yards.

The eight-man

teams complete a distance of one mile.
First-Kappa Sigma.
Second-Sigma Chi.
Thi rd-Independents.
Fourth--Omega Rho.

Four-Man Mile Relay
The four-man teams co\'er a distance of one mile
running a distance of four hundred and forty yards.

111

this race, each nun

This year there were

only two entrants.
First-Kappa Sigma.
Second-Sigma Chi.

Four-Man Two-Mile Relay
This is one of the harde t races on the program. Each man of the team
runs the half-mile which is a notoriously tiring and difficult race. There were
only two entrants in this race this year.
First-Kappa Sigma.
Second-Sigma Chi.

Four-Man Four-Mile Relay
Only one team showed up for this race and after postponing it once the
I(appa Sigs ran against time and took the only place.
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Basketball

The intramural tournament was watched this year with more t:lan usual
interest because of the fact that it was announced that the Varsity s,;~:ad would
be picked from the contestants.
Kappa Sigma. with an unusually large number of former High School star,>
swept throlwh the series without the loss of a single game. Sigma Chi, last
year's champions. forced the winners to e.·tend them~elves to the limit to capture
the championship game.
Final standings of the teams:
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa :\lpha
J ndependen ts
Coronado Cluh
Omega l{ ho

\Von

Lost

Pct.
1.000
.800

5

a

4
3
3
1

1
2
2
-J.

a

5

.GOO
.600
.200
.000

Track

The intramural track meet this year \Va~ as good as an inten:ollegiate affair.
The events were all hotly contested and excellent records were made in all
branches. The Pi K. A.' were well represented by Moncus. last year's High
School sensation, who made a great majority of their pJints.
Fir t-Kappa Sigma (88 3-5).
Second-Pi E:. A. (63 7-10).
Third-Sigma Chi (46 1-5).
Fourth-Omega Rho (17).
Fi fth-Independents (2 Yi).

Soccer

Soccer is a new sport in the calendar. This is the second year that it ha'
been played at the mver ity. A contest between two of the camp~IS organiza·
tions is most amusing and exciting to watch, for this reason it has grown to be
one of the most popular intramural contests. Sigma Chi, last year's champions,
repeated this year and took the series without losing a game.
First-Sigma Chi.
Second-Omega Rho.
Third-Kappa Sigma.
F au rth-Independents.
Fifth-Pi Kappa Alpha.
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Activities
The number and variety of campus activities at
the "Cnivet'sity of ?\ew Mexico in proportion to the
size of the enrollment are a true indication of the
growth and development of

the institution.

The

athletic achievements, which are noteworthy and of
primary consideration. have been creditably l'ivalled
by the dramatic productions. the intercollegiate debates, the programs of the Music Department, and
the many other non-curricular interests of student life.
The activities have not been confined to organized
efforts of particular clubs or associations on the campus, but have been manifested as unified efforts of the
student body to glori fy the name and increase the fame
of our !\lma Mater.
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GROSI':

Jack }.Icf.'arland
Irvin Grose __
Ted Ga II ier
~1 ildred Bliss
Bob Palmer
\\-ilson Shaver
Eudora roster
Huth Love

_ _
_ __ _
_

.._._
_
_ __ _

.
_

_
__
_

_

__
J::ditor
Business Manager
Ass ista nt Ed itor
Senior Associate Editor
Sophomore Associate Editor
Freshman Associate Editor
Secretarv
Assistant Secretar-y

STAFF BY DEPART:'IENTS
ART

Kyle Nye
ITerbert Hyde

"·inifred Crile
'Tal Van Lue
LITERARY

Helen Stansifer
Gladys Black
Letitia Eells

:. 1arcella Reidy
:\1aude Crosno
Ft-ances Burdell
PI]()TO(;HAPIIS

Charles Palmer

Ted Magee
ATjJLI~TICS

\\'illiam Flynn

\" olley Brown
SOCIETY

Leona Howard
CALENDAR

Virgil Judy
CCT

Sam Blair

A:\D PROOFS

Richard Doughtie

Stanley Stubbs

JOKES

ewton Oliphant

Russell Cere

I Ielen Kay

ORGA:\IZATIO\:S

J.1oyd Shattuck
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The Lobo
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Editor.

:\. \\"ATSO!\'

____.._.

. .

. .

.._Jack \\'atson
.

Business :'[anager.. ._....__...__ _ ..

.__ .. ):eil \\"atson

STAFF
Assoc ia te Ed i tor
Sport W ri teL

._..
.

Lite ra r y Ed ito r

.

[.'eatu re Ed ito r

Exchange Editor
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\Vi J son Shaver

.

l\ssistant Business

.nlaucl e Cro sn 0
.Jack :M cFa rIa 11 d

.

Assem bIy Ed itor. .
Staff EditoL..
Ca rtooll ist

\ \' i11 ifred Stat11 In
.\' i rgil J ud y

__.

~lanageL

.

Dr. George \\'. St. Clair
Pa uI Th omas

.

.John Cartwright

.
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Georgia Burdell
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Khatali

BLACK

CLARK

RCOFF

BCR:\S

GOODWI :\

llRYCE

AJ<MSTIWi\G

CLE\'ELAKD

REi\'FRO
LO:\G

OFFICERS
Robert Ruo f f _._
Clyde Cleveland

_

__

.

.

. ....

_
President
eere:ary-Treasurer

l\lEMBERS
I yde Cleveland
Robert Ruoff
Barney T. Burns,
Charles Renfro
Ted Clark
Samuel Goodwin
Lorraine Black
Malcolm Long
Geard Armstrong
Arthur Bryce

Jr.

Khatali. the honorary enior Society for men. \I'as organized at the University of New Mexico in 1923 for the purpose of recognizing the outstanding
members of the Senior la s. The members are chosen each May from the
Junior Class by the graduating member.
Khatali has been given the pO\\'ers of a traditors' committee, and pas es
on all matter relating to the conduct of the Freshman Class. Matters of school
spirit and conduct at athletic e\"ents are considered hy Khatali. In this way,
practices which would be detrimental to the good name of the school are stopped
before any serious consequences can result.
Khatali attempts to reward tudents \\'ho ha\·e. by their efforts. notably
served the school. Thus leadership in scholarship. athletics. debating, and other
acti\"ities are the criteria by which the members are eleded.
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Mortarboard Junior

HETDY

RAILLARD
:\lc:\lAC\'CS

HIIOADES

l\ell S. Rhoades
Leona M. Raillard
Marcella Reidy

.

.__._.
.

ACTlVE

TIIO:\J.\S

.
.

. Prcsidcnt
Secretary-Treasurer
.Keeper of Secrets

lEMBERS

:\Iarcella Reidy
Nell S. Rhoades
Harber- 1\ ell Thomas
Leona ?II. Raillard
Virginia McManus
;,Iortarboard Junior is an honorary organization composed of senior women
who are chosen in the spring of the Junior year. Eligibility is based on activities
and grades.
The purpose of this organization i to promote the activities, school spirit, and
the ideals of the University.

Dramatic Club

cox

.['ADlER

DORRIS

OFFICERS
Pres iden t
\. ice- Pres i den t
Secretary-T reasu rer
DirectoL

Eo b Pa lmer
_
Glad ys Dorris
Ma rga ret Cox
Dr. George St. Clair

III EM BE RS
Blanche Burns
Janet :Matthews
Dorothy Flowers
Barney Burns
?II a rian Eller
Rebecca Fee
Barber- 'ell Thomas
Dolores C1~avez
Jeanne Cantelyou
Hulda Hobbs
LaRue Kennedy
Martha Frankenfeld
\\"inifred Stamm
t\ellie Burt
Mary Loui;:e Graham
Edna Graham
)'Iadge Ingalls
Florence Crill'
Betty Holleman

Elizabeth Scheele
Emmy \Vortmann
)'Iary Ellen Haymaker
Elizabeth Supple
Elizabeth Baldwin
Raymond Stewart
\\'ilson Shaver
Boll Flynn
Neil \Vatson
A. Kool
Louise O'Connor
Ned Elder
Helen r.::ay
Ruth Kay

Aileen Beasley
Katlterin<' Eggleston
Ted Clark
),Iildred BI iss
Eleanor Ilport
Bill Moore
Ruth Hervey
}'Iary Childers
Bessie Le\\·is
Jack ),IcFariand
l\ ewt 01 iphant
Marjorie Abelard
)'fax Patton
Dorothy Fisher

Anna Belle Prude
Leila Dillard
),[iriam Dial

Opal \"Tan-iner
Viola Clark
)'1rs. Emogene Cooper

Lucille B~'rne
Irene Spade

Louise Cox
Margaret Cox
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"The Brat"

By Maude Fulton
Produced by the University Dramatic Club
At Albuquerque, Kovember 25, 1927
At Santa Fe, February 3,1928
Dr. George t. Clair, Director

CAST
Brat
Ruth Hervey
Steve ForrestoL
Bill ~Ioore
~Irs. ForrestoL
~Iary Graham
Bish op -Wade_____________________ Ibert K 001
~lr . \iVade
Kathleen Hickok
Dorothy W ade
Play Manager, Homer Miller
Property lanager, Mr

~Iac ForrestOlBob Palmer
Angela mythe
~Iary Childers
~liss DePew
Betty Holloman
ButleL
.
BiII FJynn
Maid .
Mary Sadie K orment
Dorothy Flowers
Stage l\1anager, Ned Elder
. Nathalie Corbett

The play is the tory of a child of the slums who is brought into an
aristocratic :t\ ew York home to provide a type for AlacMillan Forrestor, an
eminent author. The reactions of the Brat to the refined atmosphere and
superficial people, and her comments and attitude toward Ii fe provide pleasing and
impressive entertainment. Steve, Mac's ne'er-do-well brother, and the Brat
eventually discover their love and go to vVyoming to live on the ranch.
~li.
Ruth Hervey as the "Brat" was an unqualified triumph. People who
saw both ~Iaude Fulton and Iiss Hervey act the part were enthusiastic in aying
that ~liss Hervey, although her conception of the part wa different than that
of Mi . Fulton. was equally a good.

The play wa - produced in Santa Fe and was no less a succe'
ill Albuquerque.

than it was

~~~MIRAGE.
"Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh"

Produced by the l-niversity Dramatic Club
At Albuquerque, ~rarch 20. 1928
Dr. George St. Clair, Director

CAST
Geoffrev Ra wson
13ill 100re
:'1rs. Bumpstead-Leigh
Rita Dilley
13utler .:
. . .Nei I 'Watson
:'1 I' . DeSalle __._.__._ _
:.1rs. Cooper
\'iolet DeSalle
Margaret Cox
i\Iaid
. __.
Lenore Pettit
JIlstin Rawson
13ob Palmer
Peter Swallow
13iII FIyn n
l\Iiss Rawson
13etty Holloman
;\1 r. I_eavitt
Ted Clark
Eleanor Zace
l\I rs. LeavitL
:\nthony Rawson
Albert Kool
tage ManaO'er. Virgil Judy
Play J\1anager, Fred Nohl
Property Manager, Mary Sadie Norment
'·l\Irs. l3umpstead-Leigh" is a comedy of mannel-S in which a woman of
common origin, who ha improved her station by deceit and cleverness, holds her
position and standing by splendid effort.
~1rs. 13Ul11pstead-Leigh. who was born in :'Jissionary Loop. Indiana, and
whose father was the originator of "Sayles' issapoola Indian Herb Remedies"
had changed her name after the father's death and married into a very good
English family.

\Vhen the play opens she is managing a match for her sister, Violet, with
'\nthony Rawson. an \merican aristocrat. ~1rs. 13umpstead-Leigh must continually
instruct her rather common mother in the wa\'s of the four hundred and subdue
\'iolet, who objects to the deceit.
.
Violet. at the last. rebels and tells everything and it requires all the craft
ability of her older ister to hold what they have gained. Geoffrey. the farmer
brother of Anthony admire Violet's courage, and they finally come to an
ullderstandi ng and run away to ?\ ew Mexico.
The cast wa strong and the play was a decided success.

~~?IMIRAGE.

The University of New Mexico Dramatic

Club
By dint of much searching amung the crumbling and
dusty volumes of Mirages dead and gone. we have finally
discovered who perpetrated the Dramatic Club of the University of New Mexico.

It seems that there once was a Khiv<J

Literary Society; and its members, during the memorable
year of 1907 produced .. Snobson's Stag Party" with g-reat
success.

Ever since, year by year. the Dramatic Club has

grown in size and prominence.
During the past five years, under the able direction ot
Dr. George St. Clair, the club has experienced a period of
financial and artistic success.
The Dramatic Club receives no monetary aid from the
University. but pays for itself with its productions and the
one dollar a year dues which are paid by the membership.
This year the Dramatic Club is petitioning the National
Dramatic Fraternity, THE'L\ ALPHA PHI, and by all
report

a chapter of this excellent fraternity should soon

be on the campus.
The successes which the Dramatic Club has achieved
are, in a great measure, the result of the tireless and brilliant
efforts of Dr. George St. Clai r.
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Lowell Literary Society
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ack \ Vatson

__._ _ Betty Ho Iloman
.._ Frances Burdell
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\ Vi Ison S haver

Membership
The Lowell Literary Society this year got hig-hearted and extended it,
membership to every student on the campus without the payment of any fOrIll
of dues.

This is not a very good way to make the club a financial success: but

money is not eYerything, and the Lowell Lit is certainly getting away from sordid materialism and adopting the literary point of view.
organization has made a wonderful

succes~

of things this year under the guid-

ing influence of Dr. Pearce.

-~I~
eighteen ~.-

Dues or no dues, the

The Lowell Literary Society
From the dawn of civilization men have argued and until the Day of Juclgment men will argue. for as long a human beings walk this earth there will be
difference of opinion. In olden days. the arguments probably were finally ettled
with clubs or stone hatchets. As the world progre sed and civilization took firmer
hold, refinements were instituted and the debaters shot or skillfully stabbed each
other. But observe. good people, the degeneration of modern ages. Arguments
are now subject to rule, bloodshed is frowned upon, and never are the debater
vi ited with the consequences of asserting their heliefs. however foolish they may
be.
In the earliest davs of the University of New Mexico, it was recognized
that men must conten~l verbally and to prevent any mayhem or homicide. two
Literary Societies were formed. These were known as "The Estrella Society"
and "The Ben-Hur Society." Great seems to have been the rivalry of these gTOUpS,
and it must have taken all the authority and tact of the faculty to keep them
from each other's throats.
Times changed. Old students left to be replaced by new. Tastes chanaed
and so did the names of the Literary Societies. It would require a family tree
expert to trace the "Estrella ., or the "Ben-Hur" down thru the career of the
University and to name its present successor. They amalgamated and separated
and combined again, Ce,ch time under a different name.
Today we have the Lowell Literary Society; the culmination. the peak. the
goal toward which the literary societies of old were working.
The Lowell Literary Society is open to every student in the Univer ity.
The debaters are chosen by committees and every contestant has his opportunity
to tryout for an intercollegiate debate. During the pa t two YCelrS the niver ity
of New Mexico ha debated Oxford University, Cambridge University, niversity
of Arizona. and niversity of Southern California. Intercollegiate debates are,
of course, limited in number and there cannot very well be more than three a
year. This doe not give many of the contestant opp01'tunity to take part.
For this reason the Lowell Literary Society is planning a series of intramural
debates wherein everyone that comes out will have a chance to take part and
receive the coaching- that the debating- teams get. Much new material will be
developed in this manner which will prove a benefit to the school. This last yeal'
lhe Literary Society has ponsored a series of debates b tween the members. At
each meeting of the society a short debate is heard and judged by the audience.
grCelt deal of interest was aroused on the campus by these debates which were
on questions vital to the lives of University people.
This year the officers of the Society have been m communication with the
National Forensic Fraternity, TA KAPPA ,\LT'H,'\. This is one of the be t
of its kind in the country and it will give a new impetu to debating if they al'e
successful in gettin a a chapter here. From all reports everything is going moothly
and by next year we hope to see a chapter of TAU KAPPA ALPHA active on
the campus. This organization will not merely serve a a reward of merit for the
debater. but will improve debating here by bringing us in contact with the larger
schools from which we may receive many ideas.
It is due to the fine cooperation of the Engli h Department of the niversity
that such remarkable debating teams are produced. and it is with the help of the
administration of the "Cniver ity that such noted debates are secured for our teams.
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The Cambridge Debate
l\ovemher 23. 1927
One of the intellectual high lights of the year was the debate between the
Gniversity of "0:ew ;'1exico and Cambridge Gniversity of England. .\11 credit is
uue the Lowell Literary Society for their efforts and success in bringing this
famous team here. The year hefore. Oxfr>rd University debated here and the
reports of that debate were so enthusiastic that the hall was literally jammed for
the Cambridge debate, and the crowd was certainly not disappointed.
Tryouts for places on the (-Jew
October 25. 1927. and the men chosen
Burks with ;'[r. Swain as alternate.
ineligible and ;.II'. Swain stepped in
::\ ew :\1exico side of the argument.

;. fexico team were held at Hodey Hall on
were I~arney Burns. Hoh Ruoff, and Garnett
I t was later found that Carnett Bu rks was
and assumed the burden of upholding the

The question for debate was. "Resoh'ed that. in the opll11on of this hou. e,
compulsory military training should form part of the education in all universities
and colleges." The Gniversity of l\ew :'fexico took the .\ ffirmative and Cambridge l-niver.·it.\· the i\egative.
Each speaker was allowed eighteen nlinutes for his speech. One man from
('ach team was given the privilege of rebuttal which w,~s not to e.,cecd a time
limit of six minutes.
The Cambridge team was composed of ;'fessrs. :'1.
Herhert Lionel Elvin. and Hugh ;'Iakintosh Foote. Tn
represented the three political parties of Creat Ihitain; the
and the Conservatives. These men completed a schedule of
nine of the leading colleges and universities of the United
to England.

.\. B. h'ing Hamilton.
these three men were
Laborites. the l-iberals.
debates held at twentyStates before returnin h'

The l\ew ilfexico men built up their case on the points. "If you want peace
prepare for war." "Military training devel0J!s nation<:lism." and that "Tt would take
the place of physical education."
Although all the arguments carried weight and all the speakers put their ideas
across in a brilliant and forceful manner. ;'11'. H. L. Elvin was particularly
witty and impressive as he destroyed the arguments of the affir!l1ative. Dr.
7:immennan was chairman and the issue was decided by a vote of the crowd
\\'hich totaled to se\'enty-five for the Gniversity of ;(ew :\fexico and two h11lclred
and forty-six for Cambridge.
This \vas one of the hest dehates ever heard here and the large crowd which
attended showed the interest which the whole school and cit\· felt in it.
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The Arizona Debate
April 18. 1928
The annual debate with the
niversity of Arizona will be held at Tucson
this year. La t year the University of ~ ew Mexico won on a question of tariff.
Tryouts for this team were held early in the year at Rodey Hall and out of th~
large numher that tried out. two men and an alternate were selected to represent
1\ ew l\J exico.
The question this year is, "Resolved. that military tra1ll1llg should have a
place in all univer ities and colleges in the United States." Jack vVatson and
Garnett Burks. with Irvin Gro e as alternate will uphold the Negative of the
argument. This debate will take place shortly after the Arizona-New Mexico
track meet and it is possible that the team will haye some supporters over there
because of the coincidence of the two events. There is always a keen rivalry
between the \ \'ildcats and the Lohos. and so we wish the debate team the very
best of luck for more reasons than one.

The Southern California Debate
.\pril 13. 1928
\Ve are always glad when it comes our turn to hold the University of
Southern California debate here for it is always a most intere ting one. The
niver ity of Tew lexico sent a team composed of Messrs. Burns, ~ferritt, and
Grose last year to California to debate the que tion. "Resolved, that war should
be declared by popular vote." vVe lost that dehate, but this year we are out for
revenge and we have reason to hope for a better result.
Tryouts for the Cali fornia debate were held at the same time as those for
the Arizona debate and the men were picked for the team in a way that would
give each a maximum of strength. Two men and an alternate con titute thi team.
The ones cho en to represent the 'niversity of New lexico this year were Burn .
Solleder. and rledge and the question will be. "Re olved. that American industries
in foreign countries shall be controlled by the government of the country in which
they are located." This is a very interesting question at any time and is especially
pertinent now, and should attract a large crowd to Rodey Hall where it will be
held this year.

_·,-o&t Que J1If1ldrcd twenty-one
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The University Music Club
(Honorary)
President-GRACE A. THO:'IPSO~ (Instructor), Pianist.
Graduate in Piano and Theory. Defiance (Ohio) College.
Studied. Bush Conservatory, Chicago. under Jeanne Boyd and Czerwonski.
Has toured in joint concert with prominent artist.
Vice-president-"NELL RHOADES. Hanover. Kansas.
Majoring in Piano. i\Iortarboard junior.

Senior.

Secretary-treasurer-VIRGIKIA :'Ici\I.\NCS.. \lhuquerque. ?\. M. Senior.
~Iajoring in Piano.
~[ortarhoard junior.
FLORENCE W. Sl\IITH (Instructor). Voice and Ensemhle.
Exponent of the Art of Singing under
H. S. \Voodruff-Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
George Deane-Eo ton, Mass.
Henry H. Gorrell-Florence. Italy.
Active member Kansas Musical Cluh.
COR.,l, FER:-JE PIERCE (Instructor) Pianist.
Graduate in Piano and Theory. Defiance (Ohio) College and American College of ~Iusic. Toledo. Ohio.
Studied under Glenn Dillard Gunn. Chicago.
:'I:-\RI.\-ELISE .lOR i\SO ' (Instructor) Violinist.
Studied, Cincinnati Conservatory of :'Iusic under Tirindelli; "New York. under
Ovide ~Iusin and Leopold Auer.
Has done extensive concert work throughout the United State..
ELIZ/\ 13 E:TH HAYMAKER, Pittshurg. Pa.
j\'fajoring in Voice.
LOREE?\' HURLEY. Tucu11lcari. N. 1\1.
Majoring in Yiolin.

~~I~
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Men's Glee Club

i\f rs. Halph Smith. Di rector

PERSONNEL
Barnett, Lucius
Ball, Myrl
Ball. Kenneth
Clark, Ted
Holbrook, McKinley
Kool, Albert
Lawson, Tom
I eggett, Kenneth
Long. :'1a1coll1l
l\lalone, Lawrence
~1cDonald, Bro
McFarland, Jack
l\1cKown. Joe
:'1oncus, Ray

Qlle hl/ndred twellty-fol/r
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~1orrison, George
1\1oore, Bill
l\1uncy, Auburn
OdIe, Edward
Oliphant, ewtoll
Oliver. Jewell
Palmer, Charles
Seery. Alfred
Stuart. Raymond
Todd, George
Vann, Samuel
\Vatkins, William
Westfall. Archie
Webb, Gerald

Woman's Glee Club

Mrs. Ralph Smith, Director

PERSONNEL
Bea Iy, Alene
Brown, Rose
Clayton, Iary
Cooper, Emogene
Cox. Louise
Crile, Florence
Daily, Dorothy
Draper, Nellie
Eakin, Cecelia
Eller, Marian
Gillespie, nna
Gonzales, Amalia
Hobb, Hulda
Hutchinson, Mildred
Hubbel, Louise
Ingall , Madge
Kahnt, Beulah
Kay, Helen
Kennedy, LaRue
Koury. A.lbena
Lynch, Mae
McCarthy Helen
McDougall. Jeanne

McManus Virginia
Mulroney, Jane
O'Conner. Louise
Overmiller, Lois
Olson, Eleanor
Prentice, Florence
Quintana, Irene
Rose, Marie
harp, Jeffie
Ship, Totsy
ShortIe, :Margaret
tevens, Claire
Strul1lquist, Niles
Sill. Thera
Stuart, Virginia
Tate, Clay
Tompson, Wini fred
Vv'arriner, Opal
vVeaver, Adda 1ae
White, Edna
Wiley, Marion
Wolf, Dorothy
Zace, Eleanor
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Orchestra

Mrs. L. B. Thompson, Director

PERSONNEL
VIOLINS

Kenneth Ball
lVIarian Eller
Nellie Draper
Julia Frazier
Pearl Tucker
Nellie Burt
Tom Lawson

SAXOPIIONES

:\lpha OdIe
John Whitmore
Gladn Black
George Morrison
DRUMS

Rus el Cere
Don English

CORKETS

Kenneth Leggett
Epitacio Sandoval
CLARTKETS

Ellis Sieglitz
Stuart Chapin

BASS "JOL

i\ iles Strumquist
I'TAKOS

;\eli Rhodes
Vi rginia Mc:\Ianus
Mrs. Cora Fern Pierce

TROl\TBOKE

Lindsay Root

~)
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University Quartet

DAV1ES

~lcKO\\':\

HOLBROOK

BALL

This di\·i ion of the l\lu ic Department which has made appearance both
in school and civic functions is very popular and shows evidences of natural
abiJity coupled with competent training.

The Band

nother organ of the Music Department. which under Mr. Thompson, has
prO\'ed of much entertainment and \'alue to the school. Their appearances, especially at football games. excited much favorable comment on the part of all
spectators.

_. ..;;{ Olle hUlidred twellty-seve,'?

Cere's Orchestra

Russel Gere
Kenneth Leggett
H. ewton Oliphant
Joe McKown
John \Vhitmorc
Albert Kool
Clarence Rydholm

Piano
Trumpet
Violin
Banjo
Sax and Clarinet
Sax and Clarinet
Drums

One of the mo t popular organizations on the campus is Gere's Collegians-··
the University's own dance orchestra.
students.

Six of the members are prominent varsity

During the two years of its existence Cere's Collegians have gained

state wide reputation and favor. Besides performing at the major part of varsity
social functions, these boys have played at the Final Ball at the New Mexico
Military Institute, the Socorro School of l\Iines, and the Inaugural Ball of 1927
at Santa Fe. Through the personality and efficiency of its members Gere's
Orchestra has easily become the best known dance orchestra in New Mexico.
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E1 Circu1a Espana1

HARRIET :llOXI':

A. L. CAMPA

IRENE QUINTANA

This year the efforts of El Circulo Espanol have been largely on the promotion
of all thing Spani h of either a local or a foreign character.
Early in the fall, definite steps were taken with the formation of a permanent
constitution that now includes all students having a worth-while interest in Spanish
atmosphere.
II are eligible that care to take part in the club's activities regardless
of their enrollment in any cia se of pani h.
Regular monthly meetings are held. Some of these are devoted to talks 011
topics of current importance. Some are occupied with the study of ~lexican folk
song that were learned by the club.
In keeping with the policy of the club to take active interest in 1 niversitv
affair, a program wa arranged and presented to the Rio Grande Industrial School.
the 1enaul School, and the Harwood School for Boys.
A matter that brought discussion of some length was the everal invitation;;
received to enter national fraternities pertaining to the study of Romance languages.
It has been decided that at present it would be well to devote the full time of the
club to such matters as seem pertinent to the campus a well as to the club.
El Circulo Espanol has felt the new invading spirit as has any orcyanization
on the campus, and promises to haye a growth that will be proportionate to that
of the University.
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Akiho Club

CRILE

SPADE

JluRLEY

OFFICERS
Irenc

pade

Loreen Hurley
\Villi fred Cri:e

. _.
..__.
._.._.

. .._.._..__.
..

.

... _..

....._.._._._.

.. l-'resident
.._.

.

Vice-President

Secretary-Treasurcr

fE~lBERS

Dorothy Cantelou
\\"inifred Crile
Gladys Dorris
Loreen Hurley
Helen Kay
Ruth Kay
Maude McIntyre
Catherine Nicholas
Louise O'Connor

Irene Ra illard
Jeanne Riley
May Simmons
Christine Shaver
Margaret Smith
Irene Spade
Margaret Spencer
Mabel Wells
Dorothy Wolfe

Akiho Club is an organization of students majoring or minoring in Home
Ecollomics. The organization is affiliated with the State and National Associations of Home Economics Association anel contributes to the Ellen 11. Richards
Fund.
Meetings are held twice a month for discussion of current topics of inve tigation and to become better acquainted with the aims of the department as
well as enjoy the society of the club.
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MI RAG E.
Y.M.e.A.

STUART

MITH

LATHROP

OFFICERS
Burton mith
Eugene La th rop
Raymond StuarL

President
V ice- Prcsiden t
Secretary-Treasurer

The Y. 1\1.

. A. is the only non-fraternal organization on the campu .
The membet-ship is not limited to any special group or class, but the Y. M. C. A.
invites each and e\'ery man on the campus to participate in its activities.
This year. meetings have been held every Thur day night.

The purpose

ha been not only to foster good will on the campu . but to teach the ideals
of higher li\'ing as well.
Burton Smith. the organization's president has been a wide awake leader.
and much of the progress of the advance in the Y. 1. C. A.'s activities this
year ha' been due to his unflagging enthusiasm and zeal.
The Y. M. C. A. is one of the fastest growing organizations at the Universily.

It extends a cordial invitation to al1 new students to join in its

fellowship.

~
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Y.W.C.A.

OFFICI~RS

President
Leona Hai liard
Y ice- Presi denL
:'1 i Id red H utc hi nson
Secretary
- Gladys Jones
T reasu rer
Eudora Foster
Under Graduate R epresentati ve __ Barber- N ell Thomas

Cor."lMITTEE CH \IRMEN
Meetings
Pub 1icity
Social Serv ice
F inance
Socia 1
'World Fellowship

Gladys Dorris
Hel yn Houp
Betty Hay11laker
B 1anche Burns
\V inifred Cri Ie
E11l11ly \Vortmann

In the past year the Y. \\'. C. A. has experienced a great development, both
in size and importance. Any Uninrsity woman is eligible for membership upon
the payment of the dues of one dollar per year. Meetings are held once a weel<
in which religious. campus. and social problems are discussed. The org-anization ponsors the Big Sister mO\'ement eyery year, and this year a Carni\'al was
gi\'en and the proceeds sent to the Uni\'ersity of Chile. Each year the Under'
Graduate Representative is sent to Estes Park as a representative to the Rocky
:'1ountain Conference.
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Engineering Society

Faculty Advisor - Professor A. Diefendorf
President - Bill Reed
Vice-President - Marshall \Vylie
Secretary-Treasurer --- 'William G. Lewis
MEl\IBERS
Ellsworth Baird
Rufus Carter
Wilbur Eatinger
Fred Garing
William Huffine
William Martin
Homer Miller
Juan Nuanes
Homer I hillips
Lindsey Root
J ames Seery
Lewis Sperling
Wilbur Wilson
Charles Oswald
vVallace Bisbee
Burton Smith
Robert Palmer
Harry Bangerter
J 0 eph Chavez
Donald English
Claude Gomez
Leonard Johnson
\Vilbur Barrows
William Mudgett
Harold Patty

Rollah Posey
James Saddler
Bernice W. Smith
Paul Thomas
William Wilson
Hugh Munn
W. Irving Abbott
Rex Sikes
David Mitchell
Charles Barker
Jack Cline
Joseph Farrow
Robert Harris
James 1cGraw
George Boyd
Harry Mulroy
tan ley Pelatowski
Jack Proeb tel
Epical andoval
Richard pahr
l\Iartin \i\ ehmhoner
Thurn Ian Yate:;
Lawrence Peters
Dayton Shields

Charles Allen
Lawl-ence McDowell
Baird M. French
Harold Deck
James Crawford
George Hooke
Charles McDonald
J ames Tully
J esse French
Jack Fish
Leo Carden
John Dietzman
Buster Kelley
Frank Neal
Fletcher Short
Ray Dukeminier
Arthur Brice
James lVI. Bailes
Vollie Brown
Frederick Frank
J olm C. Key
Fred Pyle
Robert Jenkins
Donald Crosno

~~?IMIRAGE.
Engineering Society
The Engineering Society has been very active this year, with a much large:'
membership than usual.

Membership in the society is open to all students enrolled

in the College of Engineering and others interested in the society, but membership is not compul ory for the Engineers.
Regular meetings are held once a month or oftener. and some interesting
entertainment is provided at each.

The first meeting of the year was largely a

social meeting. as was a later meeting held in the mountains.

Talks have been

given on Chemical Warfare, Heat Insulation. Boiler Construction. Warrenite
Ditulithic Pa\·ement. Concrete. and other 'imi!ar topics. all given by experts in
the several lines.
·lide-.

i\Iost of these lectures were illustrated with movies or lantern

Besides these talks. several movies were given before the society without

lectures. on equally interesting subjects. 'uch as "The Electrification of Railways,"
"From Coal to Electricity." and sevel-al others.

illany meetings are made inter-

esting by an open discussion on the shows or lectures given.
The society entertained the teachers of the New Mexico Educational Association, here in the fall for thei r convention. with an Open House.

The de-

partment of Civil Engineering showed off its equipment. of which it is justly proud,
and the Department of Geology had all its specimens spread out on the table
",here they could be seen. The Departments of :'1echanical Engineering. Chemistry. Physics. and Electrical Engineering opened their laboratories to inspection.
and the latter two also provided some very nO\'el entertainment. real or makebelieve.

The girls in the Home Economics classes a sisted by serving refresh-

ments to the guest .
It is interesting to note that the College of Engineering in this University is
rated by the United States Bureau of Public Roads as one of the thirty best ill
the country, and is registered by the University of the tate of ~ew York.
The annual S1. Patrick" Day celebration was started off the night before with
a dance. given at Rodey Hall for all the students in the University and for the
Faculty.

At noon on S1. Patrick's Day the Engineers. challengers in the annual

tug-of-war with the College of Art and Sciences, were defeated for once by the
ordinarily weaker delegation.
I n the afternoon the several departments gave their annual Open House to
t he people of Albuquerque. much like the one shown to the teachers. except that
the several displays were more elaborate. and a very entertaining movie was shown
on the subject. "From Coal to Electricity."

~)
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The bleachers were built to accommodate the Teachers' Convention at the
.\rizona football game. Lumber was furni hed at a low price by the Albuquerque
Lumber Co. The bleachers. which will easily accommodate 500 persons. were
built in the record time of six hours by the Freshman Engineers, supervised by
the faculty and the upper-cia. men.

National Guard
Company D. 120th Engineers. -. M. N. G.. was transferred to the University
from Las Cruces on March 2, 1928, and was organized with fifty-seven members.
Since then enrollment has grown to about seventy men.
Captain Baker and First Lieutenant Diefendorf were chosen frol11 the faculty.
Imt Second Lieutenant Muncy and all the non-commissioned officers were taken
from the stndents. Sergeant Lyng, Regular Army Associate of the regiment, was
here for instruction, up to the time of inspection. He drilled the recruits. many
of whom had never seen service before. in the fundamental drill regulations of
the Army.
.\ lthough the national in. pection came on i\larch 25. the Company was whipped
into shape so much faster than expected that Captain Va.ndeventer rated the
Company as "Very Satisfactory," the highest grade given. This was the fir t
limp the Company had received this rating for se\'eral years.

~
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Society
Very varied in their appointments and programs were the rush parties given
by the sororities in honor of their rushees. Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained
on Monday night, September 19, at the Alvarado Hotel. Alpha Chi Omega gave
a dinner dance on Tuesday evening at the Franciscan. A banquet was given by
Phi Mu. \t\1ednesday night at the Franciscan. Alpha Delta Pi celebrated at the
Alvarado on Thursday night. Chi Omega gave a dinner dance at the Franciscan on Friday. Beta Sigma Omicron completed the week's festivities with a
party at Alamitos Tea Room in Cedro Canyon on Saturday night.
Everyone was introduced September 30, at the President's Reception.
Kappa Sigma Golf Ball at the Kappa Sigma house, October

T.

The Y. 'vV. C. 1\. raised cain at Sara Raynolds Hall on October 4.
The Chi Omegas broke down and went to the l<:ilVIo on 'vVednescby, October 5.
Mortarboard Jr. held another of their louel parties, Friday afternoon, October 7.
On October 13 the Kappas put fifty-seven candles on the cake in honor of
the sorority's birthday.
Alpha Chi Omega came right back with a Founder's Day Banquet at the
Alvarado on October 14.
Omego Rho celebrated on the night of October r 3 at the Alvarado.
other Founder's Day spree.

An-

Mrs. L. C. Bennett led Phi Mu astray with a Hallowe'en party on October 14.
October IS. Sigma Chi goes on the rocks with a Hard Times party.
Alpha Delta Pi Alumnae dance, October

21.

Kappa Kappa Gamma. on the memorable afternoon of October
tea at the Country Clnb.
Hokona gave a Balloon Hop on October
up but several passed out.

22

at Rodey Hall.

22,

drank

No one went

Football men fumbled with out-of-town girls at Dr. Lovelace's party on
October 29.
Creditors raved as Sigma Chi took their girls to the show, to dinner, and to
dance on November 5.
Beta Sigma Omicron broke the truce and danced on Armistice Day.
November 12, Pi Kappa Alpha boys gave a formal dinner dance at the
Alvarado. Those lost in the halls were found by the management next morning.
Mrs. L. G. Rice entertained Alpha Chi Omega at a Thanksgiving Dance
the night of November 19.

Oil

The Omega Rhos went away and gaH' a Thanksgiving Dance at Tamarisk
Inn.
The Kappa pledges showed the actives how to drink tea at the Countl'y Club
on NO\'ember 26.

~)
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obody could tell which was Dr. Zimmerman and which was Tex
at the Phi l\Iu "Old California" fandango the evening of December 2.

~runc.\·

December 3. the Kappas reYerted to type and gave an Apache Dance.
Chi Omega entertained on December
dentally a dance.
sk Dr. Coan.

10

with a snow ball fight and

1I1CI-

Dr. St. Clair took a final crack at the Cast of "The Brat" at his Book party
on December r J.
Nobody drifted at the Alpha Delta Pi Snow Dance on the night of De·
cem ber I r.
Clyde C Cleveland aired his \\·it at the December] T Founder's Day Banquet of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
The Student Council annual stunt night came. as usual, on the night of De·
cember 17. Kappa Sigma and Alpha Delta Pi got the rewards for the best
stunts. One of those gay College Dances followed the program.
Christmas spirits pervaded the Alpha Chi Omerra Christmas party at Tamarisk Inn on December ]8.
Kappa Sigma put another mortgage on the house and gave a
Formal on January 6.

~1id-\Vinter

The Coronado Club hermits came out of the cave on January ]3. and gave
a dance at the Ah·arado.
The annual Pi Kappa Alpha Hi Jinks took the form of a Wharf Rat Party
thi. year on the night of January 14.
Kappa Sigma PledO"e Dance, January 27.
strange faces among the pledges.

l\fany were surprised at all

th~

Alpha Ch i Omega Registration Dance. January 3 r. \ Vho ilwited the prohis?
Feb. 4.

Chi Omega Bridge Party.

No first hand dope on this orgy.

The Pan-Hellenic Association gave a dance at the Woman's Club on Satlll'day, February 18. The dance was vcry informal. Punch was served during
the evening.
Clyde Cleveland and Thomas Moore got mad and left the Mirage Beauty
Ball on Saturday, February 25.
evertheless. this was one of the biggest su<:ces es of the year.
Kappa Sigma entertained on March 3.

E\'erybody was there.

March 10, Chi Omegas gave a Beauty Ball of their own.
ver ity right.

Serves the Uni-

The Engineers took off their wool shirts and boot. put on their store
clothes and gave a dance on March 16. at Rodey Hall.
Mortarboard
March

20.

Jr.

luncheon,

~1arch

17·

Rita Dilley gi\'es a Dramatic Club Play.

E
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March 24. Coronado Club Banquet.
Mortarboard Jr. gives another hot luncheon on March 24.
What)

Yep, another Mortarboard Jr. luncheon on March

Chi Omega Banquet.

~ r.

Paul Faw, Toastmaster. AprilS.

Kappa Kappa Gamma gives a banquet April 7. Copycats.
April 8. Coronado Club at home.

Take f.:ast Silver Rus.

Department of Music Recital, April

12.

Bill Moore's Junior Prom. April 14.
Alpha Delta Pi Patroness Luncheon, I\pril f...l..
April

l<),

Department of Music inflicts another recital.

April 20. another Kappa Sigma Brawl.
after awhile.

The boys ought to learn to dance

Alpha Delta Pi helps some of them along with a dance on April

2I.

Department of Music Recital, April 26. \Ve're getting used to them by no\\'.
Omega Rho dance. April 27.
April 28, Kappa Kappa Gamma Spring Formal.
May 3. Department of Music Recital.

Hey, lend me a tux-.

It's getting to be a habit.

May 4, Dramatic Club gets an urge and throws another play.
May 5. Kappa Sigs give up trying to dance and throw a picnic.
Pi Kappa Alpha Dance,

~fay

5.

Sigma Chi Tea. Just too sweet: we had cookies too. on May J3.
On the fifteenth day of May, A!pha Delta Pi gave a banquet.
Just recovered from the tea. Sigma Chi tries a dance on May J8.
May 19, Associated Students Dance.
Omega Rho gamboled among the flowers during their picnic on May
Closed Season May
to tell about it.

~)

2T.

Lots went on after this but we are not allowed

U~I~
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Calendar

Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

14
15
19
20
21
22
23

Sept. 24

Sept. 30
1
Oct.

2

Oct.
Oct.

7

Oct.

S

Oct.

9

Oct.

13

Oct.

14

Oct.

15
15

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

20
21

Oct.

22

Oct.

26

16

Three short months after the class of '27 had taken examinations [Q
get out of this institution, the hopeful class of '3 I took the entrance
exams.
Registration Day. Many heretofore unsuspected strangers became
life-long residents of New Mexico.
Another Registration Day.
"Well, folks, it's started "again.
Kappas banquet under Jimmy McManus' direction.
Dot Eilers arranges a big feed for Alpha Chi.
Phi Mus give rushees first taste of night life.
Gladys Black does her be t to give A. D. Pi's something to eat.
Chi Omega Banquet at the Franciscan.
President's Reception at Rodey Hall.
Student body gets sample of football when the Varsity beats the
Frosh. Sid Black passed to Doc Reidy for the only Freshman score.
Beta Sigma Omicron worked in some high powered rushing at Alamitos Tea Room.
Reception in honor of new faculty members.
Lobos taste blood as the New Mexico Miners go down 111 the first
football game of the year.
Coronado Club at home. That's fine.
Mortarboard J r., initiates the new University women into the mysteries of tea drinking.
The New Mexico Lobos sink Montezuma Preachers. Squirt Long
gets rough and puts half the opposition off the field.
Kappa Sigma entertain at a so-called dancing party.
Sigma Chi at home to Frosh. I-Ieck Moar, as the ice man, goes over
big.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded fifty-seven years ago and the
Kappas haven't forgotten it yet.
Independent men take an outing.
Alpha Chi Omega Banquet. Quite re pectable.
Mrs. L. C. Bennett entertains Phi Mu. Phi Mus also on good behavior.
U. N. M. and N. M. M. I. resume hostilities with a football game.
Cadets put up a plucky fight, but nothing stops the Lobos this year.
Sigma Chis borrow Pi Kaps clothes and give hard times party.
Coronado Club makes try for the scholat-ship cup; at home to faculty.
Omega Rho ate with honest to goodness silverware at the Alvarado.
lpha Delta Pi Alumnae dance.
\Voman's Club gives benefit bridge for the Lobos. New N. M. blanLets for the team.
\\"ho remembers the Texas Miner game? VVe tied the Miners on their
own field, that's something.
Kappas get unique and give a tea dance.
The football team only had to play the Miners. The boys that stayeu
home had to go to the Dorm dance.
Engineer's Picnic. What of it?

-"-01:1 One hundred
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28 Football men scrimmaged with ont-of-town girls at Dr. Lovelace's

Oct. 29
Nov. 4
Nov. 5
Nov. 10
1\"ov. 11
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 24

Nov. 25
Nov. 26
2
Dec.

~)

Dec.

3

Dec.
Dec.

6

Dec.
Dec.

10

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

12
14
16

Dec.

17

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

7

Jan.
Jan.

12
13

5
9

3
9

party.
1iss \Vinnie Crile puts on circus for the Y. \V. C. A.
New Mexico Teachers' COIwention.
NEW MEXICO BEATS ARIZONA.
Sigma Chi Party for those still conscious.
Student body sobered up and back in school after the Arizona game.
Beta Sigs score on the rebound and throw a hop.
The fighting Lobos come to in the last quarter and wallop (he Flagstaff Teachers.
Pi Kappa Alpha boys gave a dance at the Alvarado but nobody w:!s
kicked out of school.
Lobos trounce the Aggies. SOUTHWESTERN CHAM PIONS.
Sigmas of Sigma Chi entertain at the Sigma Chi house.
Thanksgiving. Fighting, snarling Lobos heat the Western Stare
Teachers' College. All football players give thanks that they are still
alive.
Omega Rhos hire a fiddler and give a real old hoe-down.
Homer Miller and Ruth Hervey go over like a tent in "The Brat.'·
.Kappas entertain at a The Dansant (Tea Dance).
Germaine lends Phi Mu some Spanish Sha\\'ls and they come ont with
an Old California Dance.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Apache Dance. \Vhat's the matter-no more
tea?
Phi Kappa Phi Banqnet.
Football Banquet. Football hoys still the same snapping, snarling
Lobos.
Chi Omegas bust loose with a hot snow party at the Country Club.
Sophs defeat fighting Frosh in primeval battle for the supremacy of
the school. A real back to nature movement.
Dr. St. Clair entertains in honor of the cast of "The Brat." Bring a
dictionary to the next one.
Kappa Sigma boys put on their suits and have a Founder's Day Bailquet.
The Alpha Delta Pi maidens gather around the festive board in honor
of their founders, if any.
Beta Sigma Omicron Founder's Day Banquet.
Medley Relay Race.
The New Mexico Student Body Christmas Party-everyone was literally full of Christmas Spirits.
Christmas Recess begins at noon. Those who don't know where to)
go, go home.
The Holiday Spirits had not yet worn off at the Ipha Chi Omega
Christmas Party at Tamarisk Inn.
"V ell , well, well. Everyone back and ready for work.
Kappa Sigma dance-Hey, Hey.
The fighting Lobos taste the first defeat of the year when the TU!s,1
Eagle take them down the line in basketball.
Intramural Mile Relay.
(Friday) Coronado Club Dance. \Vhy did this have to happen?

!D~
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Jan.

14 :\lortarboard Jr. benefit bridge. \\'hat for?
16

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

19
21

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

26
27

Jan.
Jan.

27
2

Feb.

2

roeb.
Feb.

4

Feb.
Feb.

10

Feb.

17

Feb.
Feb.

18

21

Feb.

22

Feb.

25

23,

S

11

Feb. 26
Feb. 28
Mar. 1
1\1<:.r. 2
~Iar.

3

~lar.

4

~Iar.

9

~Iar.

10

~Jar.

16

Pi Kaps reveal true colors at a \\'harf H.at Party.
Closed Season. Praise be, a re t.
Two-Mile Intramural Relay.
Lobos go to New ~1exico ormal Uni\'ersity and beat them playing
basketball.
2.+. 25. 26. Examination.
Intramural Four-~Iile Relay.
Kappa Sigma pledges get into the spirit of the thing and gl\'e the
active a dance.
The Flagstaff 1'\ ormal basketballers were too clever for the home boys.
Flag taff Normal mu t have a better course in ba ketball than the old
Alma Mater.
Registration for those who haven't had enough et.
Alpha Chi Omega entertains at thi and that.
\Vell. the Lobos can always lick the New Mexico Miners.
Alpha Chi Omega eats dinner at the Alvarado. Fir t meal sll1ce the
dance.
;\ ew i\Iexico Lobo defeat the ggies.
Xew "Mexico Lobos defeat the Aggies. Second time.
Alpha Delta Pi Luncheon and Bridge for patrone ses.
Chi Omega give them elves a benefit bridge.
Beta Sigma Omicron dinner bridge.
Arizona Glee Club. The New Mexico male chorus can't be so bad
after all.
Pan-Hellenic Dance. Those not invited might ju t a well leave chool.
i\fow. children. it seems that in the year 1928 the Arizona \Vildcats
were better basketball players than the i'-lew ~fexico Lobo.
This is \tVa hington's birthday, and for the sake of dear old George.
it mu t be said that . rizona again licked the Lobos.
The i\Ii rage gave a big dance in honor of the mo t beauti ful and the
most popular girl in the University.
Coronado Club at home to its Alumnus,
University Memorial services at Rodey Hall.
Pi Kappa Alpha Founder's Day Banquet.
Omega Rho took a night off and went to one of these here new fangled
moving-picture how.
i\Iortarboard Jr. Luncheon for senior women.
0 one passed out.
Kappa Sigma dance in hOllor of the birthday of Buster Kelley who was
born on Armistice Day.
State High School basketball tournament.
Independent \Vomen's Luncheon.
Gentle readers. about this time there was an intramural soccer tournament in progress. Let us bow our heads in prayer for the players.
r-Io, Homer, that man wasn't in the war; he was a soccer player.
Chi Omega Dinner Dance at the Franciscan. Good for the weight men
but poor practice for the dashe .
The University of New i\Iexico En<rineers entertained at Rodey HalL
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l\Iar. 17
Mar.
Mar.
l\Iar.
Mar.

20
21
23
24

:'lIar. 31
Apr.
5
Apr. 7
Apr. 8
Apr. 12
Apr. 14

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

19
20
21

pr. 26
Apr. 27
Apr. 28
Apr. 30
l\Iay
3
May 4
l\fay
5
~Iay

May
May
May
May
:'IIay
May
June
June

~)
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13
15
16
18
19
20
21
3
4

At last, Bill DeGryse was for once on the winning end of a Tug-o'-war.
Mortarboard Jr. Luncheon.
Dramatic Club Play.
Intramural Track Meet.
Intramural Track !\Ieet.
Coronado Club Banquet.
Mortarboard Jr. adopt Rotary tactics ;md from now on will gIve a
luncheon on the slightest pretext.
See? Another l\Iortarboard Jr. Luncheon.
Chi Omega Banquet in honor of the new house plans.
Kappa Kappa Gamma give a banquet instead of the usual tea.
Coronado Club at home again.
Department of l\Iusic Recital.
City Track Meet.
The usual Junior Prom.
Alpha Delta Pi Patroness Luncheon.
Department of Music Recites again.
Another of those Kappa Sigma dances. The boys are so enthusiastic.
rizona Track feet.
Alpha Delta Pi party and what not.
Department of Music Recital.
Omega Rho spring frolic.
Kappas show their refinement and entertain at a formal dance.
Pre-Olympic tryouts.
Department of Music Recital. How many more?
Another Dramatic Club effort. Not very painful.
Kappa Sigs try a picnic.
\Nell. well. a Sigma Chi Tea-wCJn't the Kappas be jealous?
Alpha Delta Pi Banquet.
Pi Kappa Alpha Dance.
Sigma Chi gives a dance to try and make up for the tea.
Associated Students dance. One of those well meant affairs.
Omega Rho picnic.
Closed season in preparation for the big examinations. Good luck.
Baccalaureate Services.
Inauguration of Dr. J. F. Zimmerman a' President of the niversity
of New l\Iexico.
Dedication of new gymnasium, science building, and lecture hall.
Commencement exercises.
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Fraternities
Here's to the fraternities and their potential and
actual influence upon every phase of our student life
from competitive support of athletics to competitive
corruption of campus politics!

The five fraternities

and six sororities on our campus are inevitably involved
in the past, pre ent, and future of the

niversity of

New 1exico-as an agency for attracting worthwhile
students, as a mean of administrative control for most
of the social affairs. as an in trument for producing
student leaders, and as an influence for developing high
ideals, good sport man hip, and loyalty.
The national fraternities at the niversity are: Pi
Kappa Alpha. igma Chi, and Kappa Sigma. The
locals are: Omega Rho, and The Coronado Club. Each
of the e f ratemities maintains a house near the campus.
The sororities are represented by: Phi Mu, Kappa
E:appa Gamma, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi.
Chi Omega, and Beta Sigma Omicron.

Up to the

present time, none of the sororities has found it expedient to build a house for its membel's, but there
are indication that steps will be taken in the near
future toward building houses on or near the Univer·
sity campus.

-"->[;1 One hUlldred fifty-one

Pi Kappa Alpha
Beta Delta Chapter
Founded r868-[stablished

Class of

JI)lj

I ()2R

\\'i!liam Reardon

:\!akO!lll Long
Class ofl ~)2l)

Paul Hammond

\\'illiam Patton
l~ichard

. \rledgc

Cla"s of I ~30
James \\'allace
Ru sell Cere
Robert Botts
Thomas \ \"alsh
Carl I~Ienderson
\Yilbur Barrow
John \\'hitmore
Floyd Shattuck
Lawrence \\'alsh

Class of

]()31

Finn \\"atson
Tom Lawson
i<rank Patty
Jack Taylor
Ravmond :\Ioncus
James Craft
\\'illiam Martin
Aubrey Thomas
Ralph Riordan
\\'illiam J lowden
Ceorge Mackey
Clarence Ivert
Kenneth T,egg-ett
(;arland Rideout

Pledge
Fyfe Peters.

~Iax 0' Brien,
:\Iiller French. 30
\Yilliam \\'atkins. '30
Clinton Branum. '31

'31

Robert Jenkins. '28

'2~
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Sigma Chi
Beta Xi Chapter
Founded 185s-Estahlished 1<) r6

Class of J928
Robert Fall

Loraine Black
Louis McRae, Jr.
Geard Armstrong
Robert Ruoff

Albert Ko01

Class of 1<)2<)
Jack Fish
I-larry Hust
James Tully
Fred Pyle
Lawrence Milne
\Villiam Flynn
Jack McFarland
I-Tarry Craven
Edmund Clayton
Murray Bailes

Class of

1l)30

Jacob Balzar
Marvin Good
Bruce McRae
Richard Vann
James \iVillson
Merlyn Davies
Robert Pettit
Everett Horne
James \Vebb
Robert Gilbert
John Dolzac1elli
Newton Oliphant
Frederick Nohl

Class of J931
Owen Harris
Kivas Tully
Howard Selk
Hector Moa;Russell Rummell
Joseph McKown
George Mossman
Hall Sargent
Voll Van Lue
Lewis Stel"enson
Homer Miller
John Reidy
Fred Kimball
John Pilcher
\Villiam Hancock
Robert I-farris
Charles Hickman
Charles Palmer
Richard Riley
Howard Siegfried

Pledges
Lucius Barnett, '31
Samuel Solleder, '31
'Wallace Bisbee, '3 (
Paul Wilmot, '31
Jerry Jernigan, '2<)
Lee \'ann, '31

~)
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Kappa Sigma
Delta Zeta Chapter
Founded T869-Established T9 2.1

Class of 1928
Havmond Brodie
Auburn MUllcy
Maynard Rowen
Theodore Clark
Clyde C1e\'eland
Buster Kelley
Harrison Eilers

Class of T929
Irvin
Virgil Judy
Jack Watson
Holm Bursum
Carl Peverly
Andrew Southerland
William Moore
Thomas Moore
Paul Faw
Frank Neal
Tom Wilkinson
Robert Fisher

Gros~

Class of 1930
Jack Cline
George Boyd
Neil \Vatson
Jay Thompson
Robert Palmer
Russell Hanes
vVilbur 'Wilson
McKinley Holbrook
vVilliam Thompson
Robert Crist
Garnett Burks
Bro McDonald
Bernice Smith
David Mitchell
Marshall VVylie

Class of T931
LeRoy Major
Max Patton
Edward OdIe
Jewel Oliver
Norman Gross
Mannie Foster
Alfred Seery
Richard Doughtie
\Villiam Huffine
Wilson Sha\'er
Earl Stockton
Van D. Clark
Jethro Vaught
John Cartwright
Mon"elle \ Villiamson

Pledges
Elmer Crist, '3T
Jay Koch. '31
Joe Hocker, '3[
James Seery, '3 1
Morgan Trammell, '31
Paul Thomas, '30
Levi Hughes '31
Martin vVehmhoner, '3[
Dayton Shields, '3 1
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Omega Rho
Establ ished T923

Class of I cp8
Howard He:-.:t

Charles Renfro

Class of H)29
Ted Gallier
Leon llrich
\\-illiam DeGryse
Vallie Brown

Tom Devine
Herbert Hyde
Frederick Friche
William Reed

Clas of J930
Sam I31ai;-

Paul 'Morrison

Curtis Cae

Ike Redmond

R,ufus Stinnett
Homer Phillips

Class of 1931
Carlo Bachechi
Edward Long
Paul Devine
Jay Boyd
Fred
Garing
John Mutz
Roy l-lenderson
Rollah Posey
Geot"ge Morrison

Pledges
Don English, '3!

Horton \\"oodard. '31
Jack Proebstel, '3[

01le hlllldr('d fift'j'-('iglit

r: -

Coronado Club
Established lSl23

Class of 1<)28
Barney Burn
Stanley

orbert Zimmer
Bryson Corbett
i\rthur Bryce
tubbs
En'in \\'ortman
Kenneth Bricker

Class of

1 f)2f)

John Ke\'

William Lewis
Class of 1930

Man'in Bczemek

Lawrence McDo\\'el1
George Hook

Burton Smith

Class of 193!
\\'il1iam Turner

John !{ussel1
Leonard Johnson

Pledges
\\'illiam \\'j]son. '3!
Thurman Yate,:. '3 l
James Sadler, '31
Lindsey Root. '31
Archie ilIcDowel1, '3!

Due Illflldrcd
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Interfraternity Council

MOORE, T.

FORAKER

CLARK, T.

BURNS, B.

WALSH

GERE

MORRISON, 1'.

GALLIER

RUOFF

SMITH, B.

OFfICERS
Ted Clark.
Russell Gere
Ted Ga II ier

..
.

Presidellt
Vice- Presidellt
Secreta r y - Treasurer

.

REPRESENTATIVES

Kappa Sigma
Ted F. Clark

Thomas E. Moore
Sigma Chi
Rouert M. Ruoff

Creighton Foraker
Pi Kappa Alpha

Russell S. Gere

Thomas B. -Walsh
Coronado Club
Barney T. Burns

Burton L. Smith
Omega Rho
Paul Morrison

Ted Gallier

In the spring of 1925 the fraternities at the University of New Mexico
organized and established an Inter-Fraternity Council which serves as a governing and rule-making body for the men's organizations. Meetings are held on
the first Monday of each month at the various fraternity houses.
The Council regulates 11lattel-S of rushing. and acts as the donor of a scholarship cup to the fraternity having the highest scholastic standing of the semester.

~)
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One hundred sixty-two ~ ..-

Panhellenic

COX
APPLEBY

BURDELL
RAILLARD
REDMOND

STANSIFER

BLACK
STERRETT
CORBETT

REIDY

FOSTER
EELLS

OFFICERS
President
Secretary .
T reasu rer

.._.__.Helen Stansifer..
.__ Gladys Black
. Frances Burdell

.Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Chi Omega

REPRESENTATIVES
Chi Omega
Frances Burdell

Forrest Appleby
Alpha Chi Omega

Helen Stansifer

Eudora Foster
Phi Mu

Nathalie Corbett

Letitia Eells

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Margaret Cox

Marcella Reidy
Alpha Delta Pi

Gladys Black

Leona Raillard

Beta Sigma Omicron
Arabella Sterrett
Margaret Redmond

_.. ~~ One hundred sixty-three
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Phi Mu
Xi Chapter
Founded 1852-Established 1911

Class of 1928
~aude

Crosno

Letitia Eells

Loreen Hurley

Class of 1929
Nathalie Corbett

Alma Eastin

Rosamond Giesler

Class of 1930
Louise Mann

Catherine Nicholas

Ruth Morgan

Dorothy Coulter

Class of 1931
Dolores Chavez, '31

~)
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Mary Sadie N or1l1ent, '31

_o.,g{ One hundred sixty- fi~'::
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Gamma Beta Chapter
Founded 1870-Established 1918

Class of 1928
Virginia McManus

Barber- N ell Thomas

l'darcella Reidy

Class of 1929
Lenore Pettit

Class of 1930
I31anche Burns
Margaret Shortie
Jeffie Sharp

Margaret Cox
Marian Eller

Janet Matthew

Rebecca Fee

Class of 1931
Mildred Huston
Cyrena Ferree
Mary Ellen Haymaker
V\Tini fred Stamm
Louise Cox
Hulda Hobbs
Virginia Morley

Pledges
Lucille Cisco, '30
Eleanor Wilson. '31

~L..-)_ -_-_:U~
One hundred sixt)l-six }5<-.'-

Opal V\Tarriner, '31

Pauline Jones, '29
?\'largaret Howden, '31
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Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Chapter
Founded 1885-EstalJlished 1918

Class of 1928
Winifred Crile

C1eopha Kennedy

Class
Helen Stansi fer

0

Dorothy Eilers

f 1929

Rita Dillev

Louise Goelitz

Class of 1930
Florence Crile

Eudora Foster

Class
~Iartha

Frankenfe1d
Vioalle Clark

0

Ruth Lathrop

f 1931

l\lary Childers

Jean MacDougall

Marian Wiley
Jessie 'McGillivray

Pledges
Louise O'Connor, '31

Katherine Eggleston, '31
Virginia Stewart, '31
Ruth Love, '30
Madge Ingalls, '31
Helen McCarthy, '31
LaHue Kennedy, '31
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Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Nu Chapter
Founded 185l-Established 1920

Class of 1928
Leona Raillard

Katie Gallagher
Helen Kay

Irene Spade

Class of 1929
Gladys Dorris

Ruth Kay

Gladys Black
Harriet Davidson

Christine Shaver

Class of 1930
Dorothy Daily

Niles Stru111Cjuist
Lenore Gi0111i

Thera Sill

Class of 1931
Dorothy W 01 fe

Louise Moss

Pledges
Leila DillarcI, '31
Anna Belle Prude, '31
Alene Beasley, '31
Beulah Kahnt, '31
Eleanor Zace, '31
Edna White, '31
Janis Black, '31
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Chi Omega
Pi Gamma Chapter
Founded 189S-Established 1925

Class of 1928
Forrest Applehy
Cermaine McCraney
Blanche Harper
Moynelle Stevenson

Alice Olson

Class of 1929
Doris Barker

Frances Burdell
Leona Howarcl
Margaret Forkner
Mary Louise Graham
EmlllY Wortmann

;\fabel Olson

Class of 1930
Julia Frazer
Helen Stubbs
Ellen Severns
~1argaret Davy
Dorothv Diver
Georgia Burdell Ann Gillespie
Kathleen Hickok

Betty Holloman

Class of 1931
Lucille Sherwood

Clvde Howe

Elizabeth Scheele

Eleanor Olson

Bessie Lewis

Pledges
Florence Prentice. '31

Ol/e hUl/dred seventy-two~-

Totsy Shipp, '29

Anne Newhouse, '31
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One hundred seventy-three

Beta Sigma Omicron
Alpha Eta Chapter
Founded 1888-Established 1926

Class
~rildred

0

f 192R
1\ rabella Sterrett

Bliss

Class

0

f 1929

Mabel Wells

Maude T\IacIntvre

Class of 1930
Margaret Collister
Class of 1931
1axine McSpadden
Bertha \\Talker

Barbara Latham
l\[ay Sti rrat

Pledges
Helen Houp, '29

01le hlllldred scvelll:,'-four }B<-o.-
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Stray Greeks

I~HOADES

LE\U:,

i\LLE:\

SIKES

Tame
\\'illiam Lewi
:\ ell R hoz.c1cs
Elizabeth Haymaker
Ted l\Jag-ee
Evelyn Prench
~Iarion Redle
Henry Blackburn
Charles. \lIen
Bryson Corbett
Katherine Hocker
\\'illiam Campbell
] anel Ed wards
Rex Sikes

~)
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Fraternity
Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Zeta
Kappa .\lpha Theta
Sigma Nu
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Phi Psi
[leta Theta Pi
.\Ipha Tau Omega
Kappa Delta
Delta Upsilon
(;~llll1lla Ph i Beta
Phi I\:appa Psi

~I~
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COHnETT
EDWARDS

HOCKER
REDLE

College
University of \\'est \'irginia
Baker Univer ity
University of Pittsburg
Uni\'er ity of Oklahoma
Univer ity of Tenne ee
Uni\'cr ity of :'1ontana
\"anderl.>ilt niversity
l'urdue Uni\'ersity
Ohio \\"esleyan College
University of Illinois
Stanford Uni\'ersity
Ohio \\'esleyan College
\'anderbilt ni\'ersity

nc;:~?\M I RAG E.
Phi Kappa Phi
In the winter of 1915-1910. certain members of the Faculty, feeling the need
of the existence of an honor societv in the University of ew Mexico, held sev·
eral meetings and ultimately decid~d to petition for a' charter of Phi Kappa Phi.
~ince this society seemed best qualified to serve the needs of this University a~
it admits students who have attained distinction in any department of any university where it exists. A charter was granted in the spring of 1916, and the
chapter duly installed in October, 1916.
Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 by the ['residents of the Universitie~
of Maine, Tennessee. and the Pennsylvania State Colleg-e. A..::tive chapters now
number forty-four. including such large universities as Cornell, 1ichigan, Southpm California. Svracuse, and \ Visconsin.
This society'is now one of the strongest of the honor societies. Members
are elected from the faculty. from seniors, and a few are chosen as honorary
members. Not more than the highest quintile of the senior class is eligible for
election in anyone year.

CHARTER ).[D1BERS

Jesse L. Brennman
David Ross Boyd
Tohn D. Clark
I~oscoe R. Hill

Charles T. Kirk
Lynn B. Mitchell
Tosef F. Nelon
E. Stanley Seder

Edmund Ross
Asa Orin \Veese
Dean A. \Vorcester
Antony \V. \Vand

OFFICERS

H.obert S. Rockwood .
Wilma B. Shelton
Cha I' I es A. Barn hart
Hobert \N. \'\1 i11 is
Cha rles F. Coan .

.

President
Vice-President
Secretary
.Treasurer
Historian

ACTIVE MEMBERS IN 1927-1928

Thelma Adams
Eleanor Anderman
Charles A. Barnhart
David Ross Boyd
Jennie :'Iay Brown
John D. Clark
Theodore Clark
Clyde C. Cleveland
Charles F. Coan
Donald Crosno
Philip S. Donnell
Robert W. Ellis
Helene :vI. Evers
Helen Goetz
jessica 1. era\,
~Iyrtle Greenfi'elc1
EI izabeth Ha vmaker
Benjamin I-la~lght

Edgar L. Hewett
Roscoe R. Hill
Charles E. Hodgin
Frederick B. Howden
Roy \\T. Johnson
\ -eon C. Kiech
Ellen H. Mapes
:'1arv McDonald
Lourse McDowell
Gertrude McGowan
Lvnn B. Mitchell
F(elen E. Murphy
Simon P. Nanninga
LeRoy S. Peters
Leona Raillard
:'lat-cella Reidy
Robert S. Rockwood
Frances Rogers

~_-----~I~

Walter E. Roloff
Edmund Ross
\Vilma B. Shelton
Madge Shepard
Elizabeth Simpson
George St. Clair
Arabella Sterrett
Kate Sturgeon
M. Anna Swayne
Merle C. Taylor
Barber-N pll 'Thomas
James R.. Van Atta
Edgar \\'ells
June Willhite
Dean A. \ Vm-cester
l\Ierle York
James F. Zimmerman

_.. ~ Dlle hundred seventy-seven
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University of New Mexico-The Friendly College
The University of 'ew Mexico is not conspicuous because of the magnificence
of its buildings, interesting as they are, being modeled after the early Pueblo
structure of pre-historic days, nor is it striking because of the beauty of its
grounds, although it does attract attention due to its green lawns, beautiful trees
and recently planted groves. Whiie it has nothing to be ashamed of because of
the scholarship of its Faculty or their productive work, when the limitations of
their time are considered, it is not at the foreground of academic research nor a
beacon disseminating the first rays of new discovery.
If it is none of these, what is it? It is simply a wide-awake, healthy, growing.
happy institution, and although we say this ourselves, we are prompted to do so
1y the opinions of others concerning us. Our many friends have told us that
the University of New Mexico is characterized by its friel1dliness.
The spirit of friendliness comes down to the student from the Regents,
through the President and his Deans and through the Faculty and is disseminated
throughout the University by the Students. The Regents have given serious
thought and action toward making the Faculty happy in their work, a very
recent mani festation of which came in the form of insurance policies to all on the
staff, a token of the Regents' interest and good will. The Regents have invited
the Fraternities and Sororities to build their homes upon the University Campus.
and are ready to extend this privilege to members of the Faculty. The women of
the Faculty have their Faculty \ omen's Club, and enjoy most pleasant social
occasIOns.
During Dr. Zimmerman's administration. no small part of his time and the
time of his associates has been devoted to the topic: What Can 'II! e Do to
Promote Greater Happiness? Men and women who are really sympathetic with
student Ii fe compose the Student Affairs Committee which conducts a great deal
of its work in close co-operation with the Student Council of the Associated
Students. The Faculty mingles with the students in student social Ii fe, and
students of all Fraternities and Sororities mingle with each other in the various
functions of extra-curricular college Ii fe.
Perhaps one might say that the writer of this page is attempting to describe
a Utopia and to indicate that ordinary human nature ceases to mani fest itself
on the Campus of the University of New Mexico. Far be it from such an
attempt. for human nature is human nature on or off our Campus. but by and
large. the spirit of frielldlilless has tempered antagonisms so that they have
become rivalries. and it can be truthfully said that the rank and file of the students
of the University of New Mexico are ladies and gentlemen.
The University of New Mexico may never be rich in imposing edifices. great
because of its wealth, or world-renowned because of its outstanding scholarship,
but if the spirit of frielldlill{'ss and mutual helpfulness which characterizes
the Campus of today is continually nurtured and practiced by the niversity of
New Mexico folk. the time will come when no institution in the land can
excel it in things of the spirit.

E
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The Heart of the Great Southwest-University of New
Mexico
We all know where the \"'est begins for we have learned it from song,
The Southwest is what the name indicates. and thus needs no closer geographical
bounding.

If the east end of the vVest begins at the Missouri River and the

west side is closed by the Pacific at Los Angeles, a straight line between these
points undoubtedly passes through the Campus of the University of New Mexico,
as they say in real estate documents. "more or less." and if the same ruler now
extending on the map from this Missouri River metropolis to the suburbs

0

f

Hollywood, now turned so as to go from north to south, it will take in Denver
and El Paso, and again pass through our Campus. "more or less."
Albuquerque is located at the geographical and railway center of New Mexico
on the largest transcontinental railroad line and on one of the principal north and
south routes of our great Southwest. Albuquerque is a city of thirty-five thousand
inhabitants. the central metropolis of the Southwest.
Authorities on pulJlic health speak of Albuquerque as being in the heart of
the \'\'el1 Country and those interested in Archaeology and Ethnology speak of it
as being at the heart of the Indian Country.

The University of ;.Jew Mexico

is certainly located in the hearts of hundreds and hundreds of loyal sons and
daughters.
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Our psychometers register a sweeping joy when we observe the demure,
steadfast Gappa Gappa Kammas, otherwise known as the cheese of the campus.
Their number, which is limited beyond credibility, offers spice and all that' is
good for the eye, for the most corpulent of laughs that frequent the universit/
are those that are aroused from the sight of the most peculiarly-formed figures
of this sorority. One of the immortal controversies of the Lobo realm is that
which tries to explain the bow-leggedness of the Cappas. Some maintain that
it is due to inordinate horse-back riding; the other side, the Bigma Sighs,
demand that it is due to too regular walking home from automobile rides.
The Cappas are also preeminent for their manifest avarice. It is positively
known that on several occasions they pledged females when they were under the
impression that they were pledging General Motors.
Aimee }IcPherson is their bekv2c1 s~iint. while /\nn Pennington eems
to be the cryptic seat of their a pirations. They confess Christianity, play
bridge for money, kiss rather deftly, chew tobacco. help their mothers in the
kitchen, dress smartly, fight with their fists, drink, smoke, pull hair, and are
all-around good fellows.
The Elpha Cry sorority was originally in:ended for women who had
promulgated their desires in fa\'or of national leadership of the \\!. C. T. U. It
is now a rudimentary study in "How to Make the Follies", the life of Rabelais,
and Hot Dog.
This group of girls contents itself in taking the left-overs of another sorority, e\'en when the fall-aggregate is composed of barbarians. dance-hall girls,
and piano-players.
They follow the teachings of their apotheosized Jane Addams. Their pet
antipathy appears to be the Gappas. They dote and fawn when it is neces ary
to insure later "dates", drink bad liquor with a smile, cry for more, and cry
for more.
The future of the Elpha Cries was prophesied by a famous woman recently.
Unfortunately, her statements are unprintable.
Guy Moo, as
and daughters of
cably dumb, and
quated saint. the
Moo, but all of
counted for.

a sorority, will long be cherished within the hearts of the sons
U. N. M. For two reasons: first, because they are so irrevosecondly, because they are so downright stupid. Their anticow, no doubt accounts for part of their vacuity, hence the
it, at least at the time of this writing, has never been ac-

The organization, 111 the main, is run by married women with choleri'.:
husbands, ergo, they believe in Free Love and Ben Lindsey, (the judge, not the
pool shark.)

-"-(1 One

hundred eighty-three
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Thei r activities encompass the illumined phantasmagoria of classic literature.
such as Edgar A. Guest. Ring Lardner, and Rusty Armstrong. Their pin is an
acorn which is shown pushing itself into the mouth of a ferocious Bull, which
is panting papably, with passion. On one part of the Bull is inscribed the
letters, G MOO.
If anyone is erroneously misled by the oplmon that sewing clubs of New
Mexico will become defunct for lack of new members, he should acquaint himself with the Alpha Gooseberry Pies. This group of young women when turned
loose will produce more loquacity and sheer buncombe in the form of gossip
than all of the sewing clubs of the United States put together. If some girl
was kissed on a certain night, and you wish to know her slantendicularities, the
conditions that caused her downfall, and precisely how it happened, go to this
sorority setting, and you can't miss a detail.

They are also crusty, as a pie, and this because they can be so without injuring their social status-for they have none. Of course, they would like to
have. but, as they put it. "there are too many small town girls on this campus,"
forgetting that their enrollment embodies such metropolises as Belen. Cuba and
Inspiration Point.
Regrettably, they have allowed their feeling- toward others to in~use in themselves a sort of fanaticism. Thus, it is not uncommon for one to see them walking around muttering to themselves incoherently, and sometimes drooling a bit
at the mouth.
The chapter would be aided tremendously if they discarded a few of their
gooseberries.
Eye Mylega was founded in Africa for the purpose of protecting wild animals from the imminent guns of the Roosevelt pmgeny. A sister chapter wa"
early established in New Mexico for the same purpose. Hence the sorority is
cosmopolitan as well as humanitarian.
Here they have succeeded incredibly. Once when a horde of wild animals.
the Sappa Kigs, tried to invade the parts, they donned their laces and silks and
vamped them into their sacred temples, strictly as a protective enterprise. Several. however. grew dissatisfied and left them locked in their halls. and wandered
out in new fields, not infinitesimal. One of the caged animals heard of his
protector's perfidy, and was known to have bellowed loudly at both her and her
new suitor's affairs. But this, for her. as anyone of the rest of these vampires,
was easy. A stroke of the fur and a dainty kiss quieted the harrassed one
forcibly.
Thus, we see, the Eye Mylegas are very subtle women.
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Their saint i Theda Bara without the extra \'eil; they love action. Chesterfields, roomy auto car. the mo\·ies. and Peroxide.
The Beta Twigs cannot be dilated on at a \'ery great length, mainly bec::ll1se
there is not much there to talk about. First of all. the chief difficulty lies in the
fact that there are only four acti\'e members and one pledge, which confirms
the Law of Parsimony.
But, nonetheless. it may be said, that if their reputation hinges itself on
anyone thing. it is their blank loob, inspired n0 doubt by the short. curly-head.
eastern sweetheart, Bill Tinn, who it is whispered. lectures to these vernal blue-jays
on the delicacies involved in the art of sex appeal.
The sorority was organized m commemoration of the Mexican Bull Fight.
It may be safely aid that Sigh Kappa Alph \Ipha was organized at Juarez,
l\Iexico. because the charter members had had a presentiment that Prohibition
would be put to effect before many seasons. Since. the local chapter has e\"en
gone so far as to ha\'e monthly meetings there, and their business was not concerning fraternal bonds.
Si K. r\. could have been a good fraternity if it hadn't been for their
indiscreet pledging. For example, in one year they initiated four musicians.
one piano-player. two drunkards (i. e.. not counting the fifteen who drink
1Il0re consistently), a Buick automobile. two apes, a football player, and a case
of beeL
The Si Kaps have a hard time in the fall. They spend barrels of money
rushing. and get nothing, except farmers who think fraternities are cafes of the
lower order. Too. they are known to have bought a great athlete for one
hundred fifty dollars per month.
But the boys are great lo\·ers.

Gorty Shere. who leads them to the women.

has had special training in wre tling in the east (El Paso), and thereby boosts
the chapter's social

tatus tremendously.

lIe and \ \'on

Jitmore

are especially

noted for their novel treatments of women. and their love of the Kappa Sigs.
The estufa is their underground meeting hou e.
tance.

It's a great gag!

0 one

IS

allowed admit-

After meetings smell their breaths-but not before

breakfast!
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Advertisers' Directory
Albuquerquc Foundry and Machinc "'orks
..
..
..
Albuquerque Gas and Electric Company..
..
Albuqucrque Icc Company
.
_
_
_.........
..
Albuquerque Lumber Company
.. .
Allcn's Shoe Shop __
__
__
..
__
__..
Apprcciation ..__
__
__.. __
__
__
__
Automotive Service
..
__
..
Baldridge, ]. C. Company
__
__..
__ __.
Beauty Shops
__.__. __ ..__
__
__
__
Bliss, E. E. Tire Company
__
.
__
,
__
Brandebury Dairy
__
__
__.
__..
__
Briggs Pharmacy
.__..
__.__.__.
.
College Inn ..__
__
.__ __
__
, __
Court Cafe
__
.
..__._..
..__..
__
Crcdit and Investment Company
_ _
Diamond Coal ompany ..__.
.__ _
__ _ __ _.._
_..__
__..__.. ..
Ever Ready Garage
__
__
Everitt J ewelers __ __ __
..__
__
__
__
__
Excelsior Laundry __
__..__
__
_ _
__
Fee's Candy Store
__ __
_
__
.. ..
Finis Design ..
__
_ __
_..__
First lational Bank of Raton
__
__ __
First Savings Bank and Trust Company __
__
__._ __
__..__..
Fordyce, H. C. & Company, Raton .._ __ __
__
__
__
__
Franciscan Hotel
..
..
Franciscan :Motors
__ __
__
__
Franklin Bond Company
__.__ _ __
__ __
French, C. T
__
__ __..
..__.. .. .
__.__
__
Gate City Garage
_._
_ _..........................................
Gaastra, Gladding and John on ..
..__..
_
.__
__
__..
Hahn Coal Company
__.__..__ __..__
__ __.__.
__.__
Ball's Pharmacy
__ __. __.__
__.__.__
__..__ __
__
Hawkins, Vi. L
__
__
__
__
_ __
__
__
Health Re ort .. ..__
__
__
__.__
Hoit Furniture Company
__
__
Hobbs Hardware Company, Raton
__
_
.. __
__.
Hoover l\10tor Company
__
.. __
_.__
__
__
II feld, Chas. Company
__
__
__
.
Imperial Laundry Company
__
__
..__
Kistler·Collister & Company
__
_
__
__
Lcggett's
.
__. __..__.__ __ _ ..
__..__.
..
..

209
19.1
202
20<)
206

22-1
20G
213
203
200
206
208
202
190
205
192
208
212
208
216
225
20-1
195
209
197
211
213
210
199
20-1
19-1
206
208
198
190
212
210
193
211
217
210

E
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Advertisers' Directory-Continued
Lembke, Chas. Company
Liberty Cafe
Lone Star Lumber Company
Livi ngston, H. Furt1 itu re Compa n)"
Ma ise" s
Ma rchan t, E. J
Iv[atson, O. A.
Ma tthew Da iry
McCanna, P. F.
M iIn er's Studi0
11os ie r' s Sma rt Shop
National System of Bakeries
ew Mexico Book Store
Nunlist, Ed.
National Bank of New Mexico, Raton
Oden Buick Company
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company
Purdy's Bake ry
Putney. L. B.
Raa be- Ma uger H a I'd wa rc Com pan y
Raton Drug Company
Ra ton Publ is h ing Company
Rio Grande Agcncy Company
Rosenwalds
Sa Itel' Tire Compa ny
Santa FeNew Mexi ca n
Simon son CycIe Com pa ny
Sis k, E. D.
Sm i th, Guy A.
South wes te rn Engra vi ng
.
Southwestern Engraving
Saue 1', Rol a n cl & Com pa ny
Shuf fl eba rge I' T ra n S fer Com pany
pitzmcsser Clothing Company
S pI' inger T ran sfer Company
Sunshine Theatre
1.: n ivcrs it)' of New Mexico
Un ivcrs ity 0 f N cw Mcx ico

Page
_ 201
_ 207

219

~---------

_ 200
_ 219

_ 201

_ 191
_ 209
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_
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_
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_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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_
_
-_
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_
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_
_

212
197
216
220
212
207
207
213
211

205
205
211

220
216
207
213
219
219
210

220
217
222
223
205

191
189
193
216
215
2111
Un ive I'sity Pha rmacy ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ 217

Va II iant Pri nti ng Company
Varsity Barber Shop
\ \'es tern Mea t Com pa ny
\ Vi cks t rom Con tra ctin g Com pa ny
\ \ -iIson, Don T.

.

.

-----.--------- ------------.
-----------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_
_
_
_
_

221

196
217
201
219
226
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Club Clothes
The Suit You Are Proud
to Wear

Tailored by

M. Wile & Company

Sold Exclusively by

C.

H.~pitzmesser
103 West Central Avenue

8{ The New Ones Are First Shown Here }8
~._-----------_

__._
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The !\loega Toe fraternity petitioned Lamba Chi by letter. The ationa!
officer seemed rather favorable. One day they sent a man down to look them
oyer. He fainted four times \\'ithout stopping. On recoyering he nervously
told them that he would talk it up for them in the Convention, since they
only had four hundred chapters already. The boys here waited impatiently
for word. They waited six months. T.hen they decided that they didn't want
Lamba Chi anyway. They weren't their type. Thus, the standing of this club.
A group of remarkable farm hands, ice men, and pool sharks. They go to
Sunday School so they can see the girls, smoke without inhaling, wear funnY
clothes, wink at women. brag about their knowledge of the world. and have
foul breath.
There has been a promiscuously voiced contention among the better students
of the Varsity that the Sappa Kigs will pledge anyone of the male persuasion
between the ages of ten and forty-three. 'While prodigious and painful evidence
against them lies in their fruitful number of ninety-fiye for this year, it is
generally conceded. at least among the more credulous of its ad\'ersaries, that
the contention is false and abusiye simply becau e of the maliciou damage they
are known to ha \'e administered to an innocent and fragile prospect last fall.
This prospect, it seems. had heard of fraternitie . and because of the grotesque
and enormous summer resort they occupied, had expres ed very candidly his
bias for this certain species. He had ostensibly irritated the boys, for immediatel\'· he was thrust out of the front door bv a measured thud in the
pantaloons from one of the more pugnacious upper-c1assmen, Thus, we see that
this group will draw the line omewhere. and not pledge everyone! Thus the applicant. feeling remorseful. returned to his reservation .

.
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Frigidaire Equipped
Perfectly Ventilated

"SI'I"1'ill.l/ J'ollr Food Whillt Is 0111'

Pleasure"

C})Imerica's finest furniture

ALWAYS OPE

at 40 per cent to 50 per cent
less than regular prices

MYclassexperience
in buying high
furniture for big eastern

PRIVATE BOOTHS

store is your protection against inferior goods and I save you almost
half on furniture and rugs for the
whole house,
109 N. 4th St.

t'hone

seo

c. S. HOlT

Albuqu~rque. N. M.
_..........................................................................
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(Jill'

Cottage "C"
.
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To 6J)ast Students of U. N. M.
Matson's

is more than a name. It is a friendly stere
which offers students a complete service in supplies for study
and for athletics.

To Cifuture Students of U. N. M.
Matson's

extends an invitation to become as well acquainted as the graduates, and to make yourself completely
at hcme with us as soon as you arrive.

MATSON'S
208 West Central Avenue

Phone 343

Shuffiebarger Transfer and
Storage Co.

114 John Street
~

Albuquerque, N. M.

.

E

~

_.•-l§{ One hundred 11 inety-on<?

..........................................................................................................................................................,....

The Diatnond Coal Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Miners and Shippers

Diamond Gallup Coal
Domestic and Steam

8I

MINES AT GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

:tv
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c.9;2ou can always

depend on

I)el Monte
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eSpringer rransfer Co.
G{ Incorporated :tv

Day, Night and Sunday
Baggage Service

Phone 48

In business since
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But the Sappa Kigs are good for something; i. e., if you are not too
fastidiou. For example, I quote from one of its leading and Illore prominent
members, who, a noted Volstead devotee, spends the greater amount of his
time drawing small crowds on the campus to which he lectures on the "Ills
derived from that poisonous fluid, whiskey!" Home Kursum. as he is called
by his pious little gatherings, and his other ene:llies. his fraternity brothers.
exclaims, "Think, if you will. of your future sons and daughters. vVould you
ha\'e them think that you had imbibed the venom of whiskey, and thereby
s2.pped the prosperity of your stomach; the power of your mentality. and the
goodenss of your soul?" "No," his fraternity brothers exclaim as they carry
their hero on their shoulders to their house-bar. "give us beer. corn and mule,
that our stomachs may be ever free from ulcers!" And hence the ten thousand,
in martial array. march to their paradise; ignorance, ineptitude, Congress,
blacksmith shops, pulpits, saloons, purgatory, and Gallup, New Mexico.
Since "lJni\'ersal insanity" as a term has been made applicable to the
, 'nited State, or. more simply stated, since Prohibition, the upstairs of the
Bigma Rye house has been known as the alcoholic haven of the southwest.

It

has been said that more stomach ulcers have been given birth by the liquor
offered here, than in the worst of wood alcohol, canned heat, or Ham sandwiches of the College Inn.
,

,.

Hahn Coal Company

8{ Phone 91 tv

Gallup, Cerrillos and Anthracite Coal
Split Wood, Fireplace Logs and Kindling, Coke and Lime
!'"
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In All' Sincerity ~
,

r::Jt 11 JE ARE always eager to
\J tI.AlJ serve you as promptly,
pleasantly and courteously as it
is humanly possible,

L~'IRS,TI !'iiAVIlN'"GISB&~
f)~)~ffPlt.NY

Jl' AND T'l~IfTST

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
...................................................
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Compliments
of the

Albuquerque Gas and
Electric Company
Phone 98

"At

\111 • • • • • • •

YO'ur

Service"

~~?"IMIRAGE.

The Bigs are preeminent chiefly for their capacity for beer; however, a
sudden change in ta te for whiskey by a majority of the members late in
January emulated their previous reconl; and still another group, the third and
last, is formidable for wine; thus, we see that should the new pledges next fall
come from Juarez, Mex., and bring with them their diverse capacities, the Big
will be qualified to drink against the Prince of Wales, Al Smith, the W. C. 1'. U ..
and the Kappas.
The Sigs have been calleel "harbarians," because of their paralytic sense of
decorum and 1l1annet's, particularly at the dinner table. The word, however, is
a bit harsh. "Horses" is much better. A man able to eat a complete meal here
without getting stabbed in the arm or stepped on by a greedy-one's foot, will
be run for President.
The Bigs love to fight among themselves. In fact, their house is really a
gymnasIUm. They punch cows, hold their heads high, and not infrequently
smell bad,

........................................................................... .............•..•............_
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Wilson
Construction
Company

~ HERE is always a

Best Place for Varsity students to get

•

dolled up. Try our
collegiate hair cuts.

At the

VARSITY
BARBER SHOP
J

os

505 North University Av.

Harvard

Henry N. Davis. Prop.

~)

£I~
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Enjoy Your Hotel and Recommend
It to Your Out.. of.·town Friends
your hotel (gct thcm
free at the Clerk's
is Your Hotel. Enjoy
desk)
and tell them
it yoursel f and recomabout the good service
mend it to your out-ofand the reasonable
town friends. Use the
rates. Rooms without
lobby for a mee:ing
bath, $2.00; $2.50 with
and resting place. We
shower; $3.00 and lip
want you to feel at
with tub. If you know
home in the Francisany traveling men (ell
can any time of the
them about the big
day or night.
~
combination sam pIe
When you write your
rooms, and tell them
out-of-towr. f r i end s
every business man in
tell them about the
town is a part owner of the Franciscan.
Franciscan. Send them a picture of

The Franciscan

Franciscan

Hotel

Parties and Entertainments
x0

party too large or too small to receive the typical Franc:scan attention.
As much or as little service as you desire. Beautiful environmen7, excellent fooel
temptingly prepared and served.

..............................................................................."

~

~here is just one way to keep

the sweetness of youth through years
photographs made often.

to

come: Have

Milner Studio
313 1-2 W. Central

Phone 923

.,.

{'.
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® H E CURATIVE CLIMATE of
Albuquerque for all types of respira:ory troubles has resu.ted in a reputationworld-wide and broadcast-that has placed it in a position along with Davos Pla~z
in Switzerland, resorts of the Riviera, noted spas of the continent, and the hea!.1]
places of Nor:hern Africa.
a result of this reputation, Albuquerque has become the home of thousands
A s who
need the dry, stimu:ating atmosphere of this region, and is visited yearl)
by other thousands who spend varying periods in search of the cure which wili
allow them to re:urn to their homes elsewhere. The city is fortunate not only in
having an unsurpassed year-round health climate which obviates the necessity d
seasonal changes. but possesses as well ample accommodations for the neWCJmcr.
Better than all this it has a spirit of welcome to :he health seeker which is not excelled in all America.
the healthseeker has acted to make of Albuquerque a cosmopolitan
T HEcityfactmuchof beyond
the average city of 30,000 in intelligence and :aste. Not only
has the health climate brought newcomers of prominence and attainment, but it has
attracted med:cal specialists who would be a credi: to the largest cities of the
country. The matter of the hcalthseekers' importance, therefore, can not only be
measured by the financial gain it means to Albuquerque, but must be measured as
well by the cultural gain to the community.
as it is in the heart of the most fascinating scenic and histor:c
SITUATED
section of America, Albuquerque offers the newcomer more :han a chance for
health. It offers him as well the opportunity of enjoying life am:d a land of
romance-a land thought so impor:ant now that it is made the mecca for visitors
from all parts of the world. The Indian Detour of the Santa Fe railroad has
made much of this possible by opening up the country to land cruises under the
management of the famous Fred Harvey System.
Albuquerque Civic Councii was formed three years ago to disseminatc
T HE
health information about the city and has met with phenomenal success. Such
success, in fact, that new arrivals have come in the past :wo years from points as
far distant as Shanghai, China; Port Elizabeth, South Africa; Colon, Panama;
Cienfuegos, Cuba, and many from Canada.

.
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Dodge Brothers
Cars

Graham Brothers
Trucks

Gate City Garage
I. L. WOODWARD. Proprietor

RATON, NEW MEXICO

8{

Open Day and Night

:tv

Sales

Service
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This space in honor of those Seniors who were too negligent to turn
their pictures.
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When you
Think of
Furniture
Think of Us.

~LISS

TIRES
VULCANIZING

H.

Trouble Car
at Your

J9IVINGSTON
& COMPANY
213 - 215 W. Gold

Service

Home Furnishers
Phone 823
Branch
StoresLas Cru~es
Santa Fe

CORNER CENTRAL AND FIFTH

."

~)

:1........................................
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E. ]. C21J{ARCHANT
General Contractor
Albuquerque, New Mexico

CHARLES

EDWARD LEMBKE

H.

LEMBKE

EDWARD J:0EMBKE & CO.
General Contractors
324 N. Third St.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ALFRED GWIKSTROM
Qeneral Contractor
504 N . Fourteenth

.........................................................................................
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The Coronado Tuh was organized by Barney Burns. for the left-over h:yseeds of the campus. The fir t election re\'ealed the following officers:
President- Harney 1'. Burns.
Vicc-Pres.-B. 1'. Burns, J1'.
Sec)'. Treas.-B. Tilden Burns.
General Mgr.-M1'. Burns.
Up until this year the Coronado Tub was a good fellow, but a few more
hay.ceds exposed the true "corny" atmosphere.

And so the original hayseed

got jealous and started out to clean up the campus.
Last fall they appealed to A. 1'. O. for membership, and stated in their
appeal that they would like to haye the charter as soon as possible, for
Cryson Borhett had to leave for Raton on a honeymoon .

•
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CHET WILLIAMS

Albuquerque Ice
Company

Q@ollege
6qJnn

Plants
502 N. 2nd St.
600 Commercial

Station
806 S. 2nd St.

1810 East Central
Just across from U.

Phones 327'57

FOUNTAIN
LUNCH

DRUG SUNDRIES
Let Us Be Your Ice Man
INSULATED TRUCKS

No

Service ,_

_
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MELTING

Quality -

Full Weight
.
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Beauty Without Sacrifice

Ymanent
OUR hair endowed with the perbeauty of a long, flowing

Kalos-Beauty Charm
E. BURNHAM, Inc.

wave-and your hair handled so
gently, too. Only the Eugene Method affords fhese twin advantage2.
Ask U3 abJut it.

§l!rt,Aseptic Beauty

Shop

.

Full Line of Beauty Servia
Chiropody
Eugene PerlllallClIt TVave
~ 11
:'

P;lOne 683

E. Ccntral Avc.
_

;jo:

Franciscan Beauty Shoppe
Franciscan Hotel
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This space in honor of those Juniors who refused to aid their book by
having their pictures made.
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@Gladding and
0?eJohnson
Architects and
Engineers

..,

,~

First National Bank
in Raton
Raton, New Mexico
$150,000.00
100,000.00

Capital
Smplus

Deposits Over
Two Million Dollars

~

Albuquerque, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Strength

Safet})

Courtes})

in Resources

in Policies

in Service
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@urdy's

PACKARD
MOTOR CARS

Bread

Roland Sauer & Co.

Is
,'Just Better
That's All"

417-419 W. Gold Ave.
Albuquerque

New Mexico

..

,~

.. ,.

.,

"

.,

D. A. MacPHERSON
President

..

,.

'

~

W. E. EELLS
Secretary

The Credit and
Investment Co.

Use

A I:illollcl'
Corpora/ioll

R. E. P.

Authorized Capital $250,000.00

Flour

121 S. Second St.

-

II

Albuquerque, N. M..

...............................................................................
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In honor of those on the Faculty who refused to have their pictures made.
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~uality comes

Allen's Shoe
Shop.

first: We have it; SERVICE comes
next: We give it; SATISFACTION is
what you want : We guarantee it.

/iVe Invite
[- nivcrsity Trade

~~

Hall's Pharmacy
303 West Central

Phcne 12 I

Phone 187

.

"~

,,~~

~)
'1'7('0

~

Brandebury
Jersey Dairy

8?lutomotive
Service, Inc.

,

Second and Gold

MTLK and CREAM

Fourth and Copper
Phone 214
Albuquerque, N. M.

Tt's Rm,', Rich. and TIV!IO!esOllliJ

Exide Batteries - Electrical Service

Phone 241I-Jl
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Telephone 862

"Better Service"

\\'. H. PICK ETT, Sec'y & Mgr.

Insurance, Real Estate
and Loans

305 W. Gold Ave., Albuquerque, N.M.
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DeVargas

Hotel
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Ed C?J\Gunlist
Plumber

'75

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Hot ulld Cold Wuter
Modem in Every Respect
Reasonable Rctcs
.4 •••••••• ,•••••• '1'••••••••• ,1 •• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone Red.2427.R2
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To the Sophomores and Freshmen who neglected to have their pictures
made.
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w. L. 6Jiawkins

The

Briggs Pharmacy

The Service Grocer

n~

Authorized Agents for
Battle Creek Sanitarium
Health Foods

.

~erVlce

Central Avenue and Fifth Street
Phones 393-394

Phone 25

400 West Central

............................................................................
.
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Gaso!ine - 20e per gallon

EVER READY GARAGE
& SERVICE STATION
Gas & Oils

G€xcelsior

Tires & Tubes

8{The Soft Water}8

GENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
Sen-ice Calls Answered l=-romptly

OL'R

J 06

~[OTTO-Live

Harvard

:

~

~)

and Let Live

Laundry

Phone 1833-W
;
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The C2/}iatthew

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Dairy
rEstablished 1894

Lumber

Pasteurized and
Raw Milk and
Cream

Cement
Glass

MATTHEW'S
ICE CREAM

TEL E P H 0 N E

Paint
Wall Paper

423 orth First Street
Albuquerque. N. M.

4-2-0
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One of New Mexico's Good Stores

Albuquerque
Foundry & Machine
Works

H. C.Cifordyce &
Company
Raton. New Mexico

(Incorporated)

QUALITY WITHOUT
EXTRA COST

CASTINGS
of all descriptions.
Engineers'. Contrac
tors' Supplies.

Ladies'Ready-to-Wear
and Dry Goods

WHEN VISITING RATON
VISIT THIS STORE

Albuquerque, N. M.
:'I

.

.

.
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Advice to F rosh
The following hint· and 'uggestions will be found most user ul to new
comers on the campus of the University of New :\Iexico:
When waiting down town for a ride up the hill. don't hail a car with a taxi
sign on it, the driver may stop.
'When given a suit b~' l\Ir. Spitzmesser, don't take him
expects you to pay for it.

eriously; he really

Never say that the show you just saw was very good, somebody will think you
are a freshman.
Don't even take the aftitlldr that you think someone else knows anything: it
shows an inferiority complex.

By all means, don't take a probation notice seriou;,ly. The faculty just sends
them out to show your parents that school is still in ses ·ion .
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Leggett's "Master"
Enemy to Dirt

Jlist Dry Clean:ng
"That's All"

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
Phone 390

INDIAN MOTORCYCLES and BICYCLES
GoodyearTires and Tubes, Gasoline and Oils
107 So. 2nd St.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 1016
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Office I 17 N 4th

........................................................................,
......................................................................
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Phone 587

Chester T. French

E. G. Fuhrmeyer, Mgr.

Hoover Motor Co.

Advocate of Athletics

Incorporated

Distributors for

and Scholarship
i.

NASH MOTOR CARS
l\'ash Leads the World in Motor Car

!:::'

.
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Values
217 l\orth Fourth St., Albuquerque

.
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The

Athletic

~mperial

Goods

Laundry Company

For

.. The Laundr]; of Qualiti'
Largest and most upto-date laundry and
dry cleaning establishment in the Southwest.

BASEBALL
BASKETBALL
FOOTBALL
TENNIS
TRACK

211-213-215-217 \\' est

il vcr A venue
ALBliQliERQUE. N. 11.
PHOKES 1-17 and 148

.
....................................................................................
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Raabe & Mauger
First and Copper

.

,
, • • • • • • 1:

The Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Company
of California

_

••.•••••••.••••••••••••.•••

~ranciscan
Motors, Inc.

Has openings for college trained
men in its agency force.
Life Underwriting is now a profession with unlimited opportunities
for the young man.

Studebaker and Ers1<.ine
Distributors

Southwest Agency
-1-08 First

~ational

Allen Bruce, '16
1Ianager

Bank Bldg,

............................................................................
~W<-)

608 West Central Ave.

George Bryan. '23
Asst. 1Ianager

-:u~

Phone 888
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Fro!!1

T!I(' Studcnls of I!lr Uni'lJcrsity of .l\T rw A1e.1:ico
10

T/i(' Stude11ts of l/ir }V (,7l' M c.rico H ir/!I S (!lools
To you Seniors who are graduating this spring, this message is especially directed. You have played and worked for four happy years in your High School:
and, now that you are leaving it rorever, you find that you love it. Everyone of
us has passed throl1gh it and thought that never. anywhere. would we find another
gang like we ran with in High School. Things look pretty hlue. We know.
It seems bad, but that is only because you are looking back over your shouldei'
with regl'et. If you wil1 only turn your head around and look forward you wil1
see four more glorious years. These are your college years packed with study,
play, adventure. excitement, and friends. V\!e know how that is too.
In this J\firage is the University of New Mexico. You will love it just as we
love it. There wil1 be a place on the campus next year that wil1 need yOI1 to fill.
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P. F. McCanna, Inc.

Hobbs Hardware Co.

Established 1888

Shelf and H eavy Hardware

f]f Bonds

Electr;c Ranges
Electric Refrigerators
H ygradeElectric Lamps
Sporting Goods
Coal Stoves and Ranges
Duco-a Real Lacquer Paint
Fishing Tackle
125 So. 2nd St.

Insurance
Real Estate
Money to Loan
~rc;::e.,

114 So. Second St.

Raton, N. M.

Phones 642 - 643

............................................................................"
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G£veritt's, Inc.
Since 1883

Diamonds ~ Watches
Jewelry
.1

Cor n e r T hi r dan dee n t r a I

§Ill the Books
of all the Publishers
New Mexico
Book Store
203 West Central
Avenue
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~osenwald's
Elevated Store

Frank Bond
&Son

We

Save

the

Overhead-You

Sheep Growers,

Save the Dollars

Dealers and
Feeders

Second Floor-Rosenwald Building
Occidental Bldg.

Albuquerque, N. M.

At the E!evator Door
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ODEN BUICK COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE

.

i

~Bet- i

ter Automobiles Are
Built, BUICK Will
Build Them.

t

8£very Graduate
This Spring and
every other student
will some day marry and
settle down in a home.
to be as hapPY' then as
you are now in school
days. When that time
comes we hope we can
supply you with the raw
materials for the building
of your castle.

J. C. Baldridge Lbr. Co.
405·423 South First Street

_. <of Two hundred thirteen
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The University of
New Mexico
Albuquerque
JAMES FULTON ZIMMERMAN.

PH. D.. President

A fully accredited, co~educational, non~sec~
tarian, state institution offering courses in
The
The
The
The
The

College of Arts and Sciences
College of Engineering
College of Education
Graduate School
Extension Division
and

A Summer Session of Eight Weeks

F or further information, address
F. B. CARRITHERS,
Major, U. S. Army, Retired,
Registrar
:;
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Alma Mater
Far above the Rio Grande.
\\'ith its ilver hue.
Stand' our noble Alma :'Iater,
Glorious to view.
High above the bustling, humming
Of the busy town
Framed by yonder crimson mountains
Look he proudly down.

To the south Socorro's summits,
\Yith their purple haze.
To the north the snow-capped glories
Of the anta Fes:
To the east the great Sandias
Lift their heads on high,
To the west the five volcanoes
Pierce the sunset sky.

CHORUS

CHORUS

S7,',ll the chorus. spced it OI17C'ard,
SiJlg her praises loudly, olt I
Hail/a tltee, 0111' Alllla .Uater
Of .\'e7(' M cxico.

As these cal III , eJicircliJig III 011 JI taiJls,
Lofty, firlll aJld graJld,
S/roll[} aJld true, 71'ith Jloble purposc,
r!lllla Jfatcr staJld.

i.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ".
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Sunshine Theatre

G?£verything in
Printing & Office Supplies

Best in Pictures
and Vaudeville
Vitaphone
every week

THE RATON PUBLISHING CO.

Publishers Dai/y Nal/flr

Raton, N. M.

"Come Early to the Sunshine"

Il•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• "

Chimayo
Pinon rroffee

;

,,;:

Lmc'rr Pr:cl's

"Slylr AI1C'a.\,s"

C2I}iosier's
Smart Shop

CiFee's
318 W. Central

'1'7(10 hllJldred sixteeJi }E<-"-

Albuquerque

Smart Clothes for the
University Girl
109 South Fourth Street

l••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ~
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ALL

AMERICAN SIX

®HERE
is a REASON for
Our Steady Growth

IT

w~uld be folly to advertise "
our merchandise were unworthy
or unreliable-it would be busill~ss
suicide to ask an unfair price !or
~oods that were not worth what we
asked for them nor could we expect
to stay in business long if we
served our customers carelessly anti
discourteously and sh::nved no in·
clination to back up our goods with
a standing guarantee to make gO'Jd
on anything that proved unsati .
factory.

GUY

418 West Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE

~

fact that our business grows
from year to year and our list
of customers continues its upw.rlrd
climb. is convincing evidence that
our goods. our prices. our service
and consistent aim to please eve'.. y
purchaser have succeeded in making
hosts of satisfied customers.
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A. ~MITH
I~CORPORATED

CHIEF OF THE SIXES

.

e
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University Pharmacy

Compliments of

Geo. E. Miller

"The Store of Service"
fjf Complete line of
Drugs. Sundries.T oi·
let Goods. (]I Johnston & Whitman's
Candies. 6]l Prescriptions our specialty.
fjf Complete F 0 u ntain Service.

PHONE

Western Meat
Company

70

Free Delivery

Cor. Central & Cornell, Albuquerque
:I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Phone 829

113 South First Street
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Compliments

Company

9tiaisel's

V ulcanizing and Retreading

The Indian Trader

General Cord

CURIOS
AVAjO RUGS

Tires and Tubes

POTTERY

Goes a Long Wa.\)
to Make
Friends

BASKETS

1 17 So. First Street

600 E. Central

Albuquerque.

Phone 293

.!l
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Coppcr at Fi fth

.,.

Phonc 62

Don T. Wilson
Garage
Distributors for the New

G{ Hupmobile}8
BEAUTY--;POWER-SPEED
Ever.\)thing that a Fine Car
Can Give

. M.

.

.
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Santa Fe New
Mexican
Pllblishillg Corporatioll

PHINTEHS
BOOK BINDERS
Santa Fe. New Mexico

...........................................................
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lone Star Lumber
COMPANY
"Builders' Store"

Sherwin-Williams Paints
Barrett Roofing
Albuquerque, New Mexico
............................................................................
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1025 No. 4th St.

Phone 829
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Little Annabelle in Search of a Collegian
Day was drawing to a close, the last sharp rays from a wintry sun had ceased
to illumine the Sandias. Little i\nnabelle's feet were weary. she wore a dejected
and di appointed air. and her heart within her was clull and heavy with a great
disillusionment. All day she had wandered ahout the campus and stood in front
of the Ad building as the c1a:-ses were dismissed hut to no avail; not a collegiate
figure appeared. Once more she took the picture from her hand bag and regarded
wistfully.
couldn't she find a man with a raccoon coat. a long straight pipe,
accordion pleated trousers, and leather heels? It was a shame, here was a college
with no collegians; why these fellows looked ahsolutely normal and sensible and
some of them even carried textbooks. Discouraging.

""hy

"\Vell. there is some relief." thought .-\nnabelle as she turned into the picture
show. "1 can at least see a Collegiate show. Somewhere there must be a Colle-

1\S she took her seat she was surprised to find the theater full of college boys
taking in avidly the Collegiate atmosphere. .\nnabelle was glad to see thi' for it
showed that. although they now were mere nothino-s. there was hope that the
boys of the University of New Mexico might someday be Collegiate.

........................................................................... "
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Raton Drug Co.

COMPLIMENTS OF

E. D. C2$rsK

Stowe's

Agency Director

Shewing the new items in
Sundries and Toilet
Requisites

8-{ Raton.

EW YORK LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY
Branch Office-Albuquerque

N, M.

A,1!encies in Principal Cities of ]\.'ew Mexico

.

,;:

National System
of Bakeries
n J[ Quality

q

FirstPlus Service

b
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BEZEMEK
DAIRY
Pure lIJilt., alld Crcalll of Our
Own Productioll

Next to The Liberty Cafe
A!buquerque, New Mexico

Two IIIII/drcd t'il'Cllt)'}:.. ·-

.

Fllonc lC46

I~

Alb:querque, N, M,

To all who refu eel to ha\"e their pictures taken"
............................................................................................................•••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••..1

Selling ~atisfaction
Weare not merely selling printing. We produce printing
-as do all printing concerns-but this is not what we sell.
We Sell satisfaction.

If you are satisfied with your present printer, stay with
him; if not, come to us.
Seventeen Years of SatisfaclorJ) Service

V"alliant Printing Company,

Incorporated

Telephone 440
r.,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"
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The University of
New Mexico
Albuquerque
JAMES FULTO

ZIMMERMA

,

Ph. D.. President

Located in the largest city of the state.
Climate excellent the year round.
F acuity well qualified and excellently trained.
Student enrollment increased 647c in the past year.
Four new buildings added this year.
Library ranks with the finest.
Laboratory facilities of the best.
Athletics encouraged in nearly all sports.
Intra-mural athletics open contests to all.
Championship football teams under strong coaching staff.
Dormitories on the campus.
N atiollal fraternities and sororities.
Points of interest throughout the state easily reached.
Catalog sent upon request.
Dramatic Club, Glee Club, Weekly Newspaper and other student activities.

Address,
F. B. Carrithers,
Major, U. S. Army, Retired,
Registrar.
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